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To acquire more accurate time delay and Doppler shift estimation, the design 
of transmitted signal or receiver filter is investigated for many years. Conven-
tionally, a single waveform is usually employed and repeatedly transmitted, while 
its limitations and usefulness for estimation can be indicated by ambiguity func-
tion (AF). This function represents the response of matched filter to the signal 
for which it is matched as well as to the delayed and frequency-shifted of itself. 
And, from the properties of AF function, it is found that the design of optimum 
signal for estimation is restricted, unless the expenditure of signal's bandwidth 
and time duration. In another word, a single waveform usually causes limitation 
on the performance of estimation for a given frequency bandwidth or time du-
ration. The main contribution of this dissertation is proposing the pulse-diverse 
technique for more accurate time delay and Doppler shift estimation for radar. 
That is, different waveforms are chosen to transmit at different time intervals. 
Then, the optimal signals, based on composite ambiguity function (CAF) algo-
rithm, are designed to obtain a better result. The composite ambiguity function 
is the combination of several different ambiguity functions. It is the analog of 
ii 
image processing which considers to construct a high-resolution image by using 
a number of low-resolution images. This suggests that multiple delay-Doppler 
measurements using waveforms having sufficiently different ambiguity function 
might be combined to form an enhanced function. 
The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of multipulse maximum likelihood es-
timator is derived and the performance of CAF algorithm based estimator is also 
analyzed. It is shown that the estimator is asymptotically unbiased and the the-
oretical variance is close to CRLB at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). On the 
other hand, the global accuracy is considered instead of CRLB analysis while 
SNR is low. When the noise power is comparable to the signal energies, the ef-
fect of CAF sidelobes level on the performance becomes significant. The proper 
allocation of ambiguity volume, which has sharper mainlobe and smaller sidelobes 
level can increase the accuracy of estimation. It is also proven that pulse-diverse 
waveforms may produce better delay-Doppler resolution by reducing the total 
ambiguity and being more flexible in distributing that reduced ambiguity. This 
is the motivation to study CAF algorithm for finding optimum set of signals 
which gives highly accurate measurements. Since the phase shift keying (PSK) 
and frequency shift keying (FSK) are two common modulation schemes used in 
radar, the optimum signals are designed with jointly phase and frequency coded. 
And the simulated results indicate its improvement on estimation accuracy of 
time delay and Doppler shift. 
In the above analysis, the narrowband model is employed such that several 
assumptions should be satisfied. Nonetheless, when it is not valid, the wideband 
model should be applied. In the analogous to the narrowband case, the composite 
ambiguity function is extended to wideband case, i.e. wideband composite am-
biguity function (WCAF). Besides, the wideband CAF algorithm for time delay 
and time stretch is explored. The wavelet packets are then used for designing of 
the optimum wideband pulse-diverse signals. The results also demonstrate the 
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1.1 Application of Time Delay and Doppler Shift 
Estimation in Active Radar 
An active radar or sonar is designed to detect the target of interest, and to de-
termine certain target parameters. It is an electromagnetic system and operates 
by transmitting a particular type of waveform, then receives the energy returned 
from the target. Conventionally, a, single waveform is usually employed and re-
peatedly transmitted. It is called a pulse-identical, active radar which is used in 
many applications [1] [2] [3]. The typical active radar example is shown diagra-
iiiatically in Fig. 1.1. The traiisiiiittecl signal s(t) is known a priori and free from 
noise, while the received signal f(t) consists of the reflected signal s^ (t) , which 
contains the information of time delay and Doppler shift, plus the noise n{t), i.e. 
/ � � + n � （1.1) 
The reflected signal s^(t) can be expressed as different formulations depending on 
the bandwidth of transmitted signal s(t), which is resulting in so-called wideband 
and narrowband signal models. 
Generally, when a transmitted signal reflects off an target that is moving with 
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Figure 1.1: The Operation of Active Radar for Delay and Doppler Estimation 
constant radial velocity ？)，the reflected signal s^{t) possesses a time delay 丁 and 
a time scaling a. Thus, 
� = where a - — (1.2) 
\la \ a J c — V 
where c denotes the signal propagation speed and a is called Doppler stretch. 
The term ^/a is a normalization factor that keeps the reflected signal has equal 
energy to the transmitted signal. (1.2) describes the wideband signal model and 
the target range and velocity can be deduced, respectively, by 
R = 7 (1.3) 
a - 1 �� 
V = c (1.4) 
a + 1 \ ' 
However, before the greater attention of wavelet transform lately, the wide-
band model is not convenient to deal with. So, it is approximated by narrowband 
model when several restrictions are not violated. One assumption is being that , 
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for the signal duration T, the target should be a slowly fluctuating object, which 
does not change position relative to the positional resolution of signal in the en-
vironment. This assumption is valid when the narrowband condition is satisfied 
as 
2v 1 , 1 c 、 
一《而 1.5 
c 1B 
where TB is the time-bandwidth product of signal. 
Another assumption states that \v/c\ should be less than 1. Consider 
c ^ 1 + 1 
c 
V\ / V fV? \ n n\ 
= 1 + - 1 + - + - + • • • (l-Oj 
V c/ \ c \cJ J 
2v ^ 
- 1 + — + 2 - + • • • 
c \c/ 
when 卜 / c | � 1 , this yields a e 1 + * 
Therefore, for a signal with carrier frequency / r , the Doppler shift v is then 
equal to 
2v 
iy = - f T ^ ( a - l ) f T (1.7) 
c 
And, the reflected signal becomes 
二 s(t — (1.8) 
where (1.8) describes the narrowband signal model. The range and velocity based 
on this model can be calculated by (1.9) and (1.10) respectively. 
R = (1.9) 
^ = g (1-10) 
With the measurement of these two parameters, radar has been employed in 
many fields. For examples, the space vehicles have used radar for docking, and 
radar is also used to probe very long-distance planets for astronomy. The air 
traffic control is monitored by the high resolution radar for the purpose of safety. 
3 
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The highway police use radar to measure the speed of automobile as a mean 
of detection of intruder and the safety of ship travel is enhanced by warning of 
potential collision with other ships or buoys in the bad weather. 
1.2 Joint Time delay and Doppler Shift Estima-
tion Algorithm based on Correlation 
For better performance of a radar system, various algorithms or designs have been 
proposed [4] [5] [6] [7]. One of the more popular algorithm for joint estimation of 
time delay (TD) and Doppler shift (DS) is based on the cross correlation of the 
transmitted signal and the received signal [8] [9]. It is proven that this technique 
is optimal for signal in the additive white Gaussian channel. 
Fig. 1.2 gives the functional block diagram of a correlation processing. It is 
shown that this process is to correlate the received signal, /⑴，with the hypoth-
esized replicas of the transmitted signal, s⑴，which is a collection of delayed and 
frequency shifted (or scaled) of s{t). The hypothesized replicas serve as templates 
to which the received signal is matched. So, the highest correlation provides an 
estimate of the parameters r and v (or a). 
As mentioned in Section 1.1, there exists two types of signal model, which 
implies that we can have narrowband model and wideband model based correla-
tion processing. Thus, under the noise-free environment, the reflected signal s � � 
from point scatterers is given by: 
s'it) = s(t — 7 " ) t — T ) for narrowband signal (1.11) 
or / ( t ) = • s ( ¥ ) for wideband signal (1.12) 
Equations (1.11) and (1.12) then constitute the general form of the hypothe-
sized signals and the output of the correlation receiver is in term of r and u (or 
4 
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Figure 1.2: The Matched Filter Bank for Received Signal s'^{t) 
a) which is equal to: 
- r s'-{t)s*(t — 丁 丁 、 ( I t (1.13) 
J —oo 
= n a r r o w b a n d correlation receiver output 
or \Wsrs{r,a)f = • 义“^ ? � ？ ( f ) 也 （1:4) 
= w i d e b a n d correlation receiver output 
Ideally, if the hypothesized signals are orthogonal to each other, the estimation 
can be the most accurate. However, this is always not the case for any arbitrary 
T and ly (or a). The optimum way to attain better estimation is minimizing the 
sidelobes level (outputs from other hypothesized signals except the matched one) 
as small as possible. Therefore, the signal design of transmitted single waveform 
has been investigated for many years ago. 
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1.3 A Brief Review of Radar Signal Design 
To acquire more accurate TD and DS estimation, much effort is put on the design 
of the transmitted signal or receiver filter in an active radar. Many algorithms or 
designs have been proposed with different assumptions or criteria of operation. 
In this section, a brief review on signal design method for pulse-identical radar is 
given. 
1.3.1 Suppression of Range Sidelobes Level 
The first class of algorithms is subject to minimize the sidelobes along the zero-
Doppler axis only, such that, the output of receiver filter with " = 0 is low for 
r / To, where t � i s the actual time delay. In this case, the response of / 0 is 
ignored and this refers to be range-only estimation problem. Two kinds of method 
are revised here. One of them is designing of mismatch filter, while another is 
based on matched filter structure to reduce the range sidelobes level [4] [6 . 
The design of mismatch filter often aims at reducing the sidelobes by weight-
ing the received-signal spectrum. The Taylor weighting function and Hamming 
weighting function are two examples that mentioned in some radar textbooks [2 
4] for a mismatch filter. But, while lowering the sidelobes, the maiiilobe is also 
widened by the side effect of weighting process. Thus, the reduction of range 
ambiguity has a tradeoff with resolution. Moreover, due to the filter not being 
matched to the received signal, it suffers the loss in peaks signal-to-noise ratio 
when compared to the unweighted one. 
On the contrary, a transmitted waveform is also designed with the matched 
filter structure. The pulse compression technique can be classified into this ap-
proach which utilizes a long pulse to achieve larger radiation energy, but simulta-
neously to obtain fine range resolution as a short pulse. It is because the received 
signal is processed in a matched filter that compresses the long pulse to a du-
ration 1/B, where B is the modulated-piilse spectral bandwidth. For examples, 
6 
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the responses of the linear frequency modulated (FM) radar [10] and phase-coded 
pulse compression radar (e.g. Barker code) are shown in Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.4 
respectively. By using frequency or phase modulation to increase the signal band-
width, as well as the appropriate selection of codes, a sharp niainlobe and low 
range sidelobes level can be achieved. 
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Figure 1.3: The Auto-correlation Function of Linear FM 
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Figure 1.4: The Auto-correlation Function of Barker Code 
Lastly, although this class of signals may have accurate time delay estimation 
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by suppressing the range sidelobes level, it cannot be applied for joint delay-
Doppler estimation directly. Since the signals are usually sensitive to Doppler 
shift and then significant sidelobes may be exist, so a poor performance is often 
resulted. 
1.3.2 Reduction of Ambiguity of Delay-Doppler Plane 
Instead of range-only estimation, other approaches are proposed to have more 
accurate joint estimation of TD and DS [11] [12] [13]. It has been proven that, 
under a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)，the optimum radar signal should have 
large mean square bandwidth uj'^ and mean square time duration i?. That is, 
var(f) (X i and var(i)) oc = (1.15) 
力 2 
Hence, 
var[T)va,r{v) oc 一 一 (1.16) 
This suggests that the time-bandwidth (TB) product can be used as a measure 
to the optimality of signals for radar. In this case, the larger the TB product, 
the better the joint estimation. On the other hand, under a moderate SNR 
environment, a sharper peak and lower sidelobes level of (1.13) or (1.14) are 
more important for smaller TD and DS estimation errors. However, a sharp and 
narrow peak is not necessary to guarantee the low sidelobes, such that, it may be 
difficult to locate the true peak in noisy environment. Therefore, the sidelobes 
reduction of the whole delay-Doppler plane is also a criterion for designing a 
signal. 
Wong et al proposed a signal design method by maximizing the TB product 
as well as minimizing the sidelobes level [14]. In that literature, the prolate 
spheroidal wave (PSW) function, which is limited in both time and frequency 
domains, is used as a basis function. By employing the quasi-simulated annealing 
method, a optimum waveform is designed by searching the best linear combination 
of the basis functions which satisfies the above constraints. 
8 
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1.4 Goal and Outline of the Thesis 
Although there are many methods or algorithms for designing a transmitted signal 
of pulse-identical radar in the past decades, the restriction by using a single 
waveform still limits the accuracy of parameters estimation. So, the possibility 
of using several waveforms instead of the single one is considered. That is, two 
or more different waveforms are utilized as the transmitted signals [15] [16] [17 
18] and this is called pulse-diverse radar. After each signals are processed by 
their corresponding matched filters, all the outputs are added together for the 
estimation. 
The main objectives of this dissertation are analyzing the performance of a 
pulse-diverse radar and then designing a optimal set of pulse-diverse waveforms 
for accurate joint estimation of time delay and Doppler shift. The narrowband 
signal model is used in Chapter 2 to 4, while wideband signal model is applied in 
Chapter 5. 
Therefore, the ambiguity function which is a measure to the suitability of sin-
gle signal is briefly reviewed in Chapter 2. Then from the properties of ambiguity 
function, we can find that there exists a limitation for the signal design, when 
a single waveform is used as the radar signal. On the other hand, based on the 
pulse-diverse technique, another measure is proposed which is called composite 
ambiguity function (CAF). And its properties indicate that pulse-diverse wave-
forms can bypass the limitation imposed by single waveform, this implies a better 
performance may be resulted. 
In Chapter 3, the pulse-diverse technique is applied for time delay and Doppler 
shift estimation and the performance of CAF algorithm is then analyzed. The 
Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of pulse-diverse signals is first derived and 
compared with the performance of proposed estimator. It is found that the 
estimator is asymptotically unbiased at high signal-to-noise ratio and attains the 
minimum variance which is equal to CRLB. On the other hand, at the moderate 
9 
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signal-to-noise ratio, such that the signal energy is comparable to noise power, 
the CRLB is no longer be a good indicator of performance. Thus, the mean 
square error of the estimator, which is called a global accuracy later, is derived 
and analyzed to be a measure of estimation accuracy. 
With the analysis of CAF algorithm based estimator in Chapter 3, the criteria 
of high accuracy estimation by pulse-diverse waveforms are obtained. Then the 
design of optimum set of signals is investigated in Chapter 4. Since the phase 
shift keying (PSK) and frequency shift keying (FSK) modulations are commonly 
used in radar application, the designed signals are chosen to be joint PSK-FSK 
modulated, and the optimal frequency codes or phase codes are searched by the 
genetic algorithm. Several simulations are carried out, then the results are shown 
and compared with pulse-identical signals. 
On the contrary, for some situations such as target's velocity is comparable 
to the propagation speed of transmitted signal, the narrowband signal model is 
no longer be valid. In this case, the wideband signal model should be applied, 
and the extension of pulse-diverse technique to wideband signal model is then 
examined in Chapter 5. In the analogous to the narrowband case, the wideband 
composite ambiguity function is first proposed and derived. Besides, the CRLB 
and global accuracy of wideband CAF algorithm are explored and lead the design 
of optimum wideband pulse-diverse waveforms. At last, some simulation results 
are shown and used for the comparison. 
Finally, conclusion and future research topics are presented in Chapter 6. 
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Composite Ambiguity Function 
(CAF) and Pulse Diversity for 
Radar Signals 
The radar ambiguity function is a mathematical concept that provides a measure 
of the "ambiguity" inherent in a radar waveform with respect to the target range 
and velocity of interest. It can indicate how accurately and unambiguously the 
range and velocity of a single target can be estimated. Due to the fundamen-
tal properties of the ambiguity function which are given in Section 2.1, a single 
designed waveform is more difficult to perform like the ideal ambiguity func-
tion. Therefore, it is natural to consider the possibility of using a set of diverse 
waveforms for estimation. The corresponding measure which is called composite 
ambiguity function (CAF) is proposed in Section 2.2. Then, from the properties 
of CAF, it is proven that a better performance can be attained when a set of 
waveforms are appropriately chosen. For an example, the CAF of joint phase 
and frequency shift keying is investigated in Section 2.3. 
11 
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2.1 Radar Ambiguity Function 
The ambiguity function [2] [4] [19] [20] of a single waveform s{t) is defined by 
/•oo 
A (r, ly) = / (2.1) 
•/-oo 
where r and u are any arbitrary value of time delay (TD) and Doppler shift (DS) 
respectively. It can be used to represent the output of a matched filter which 
is equal to the cross correlation between the received signal and the transmitted 
signal. It also provides an indication of the limitations and utility of particular 
classes of radar signal, and gives a general guideline for radar designers to select 
suitable waveform for various application. Since the magnitude of A (r, i/), usually 
interests the designer more rather than its phase structure, several properties 
related to \A (r, are worth to note. 
2.1.1 Properties of Radar Ambiguity Function 
Let Eg be the energy of the signal s � ’ such that Eg 二 f ^ dt. 
(see Appendix A.l for the proof) 
Property 2.1A 
|A(T，")|2 < 1^1(0,0)1'= (2.2) 
The maximum value of ambiguity function, which appears at the origin (r = 
"=0)， is always equal to the square of signal energy. 
Property 2 . I B 
/'OO ,.oo 
/ / |A(T’")|2dTd" = |yi(0，0)|2 =丑 (2.3) 
./ —oo '' —oo 
All signals with the same energy have the same total volume underneath the 
ambiguity function, which is always equal to the square of signal energy. 
Property 2.1C 
I 补 " ) | 2 = H r ’ - " ) | 2 (2.4) 
This states that the ambiguity function shows symmetry in first and third 
quadrants as well as second and fourth quadrants of the delay-Doppler plane. 
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2.1.2 Ideal Ambiguity Function 
Theoretically, the ideal ambiguity function should peak at T = 0，" = 0 with 
infinitesimal thickness and to be equal to zero anywhere else (Fig. 2.1). This 
single mainlobe eliminates any ambiguities, and its infinitesimal thickness permits 
the high accuracy on estimation of the echo time delay and Doppler shift. It also 
permits the high resolution of two closely separated targets. 
A 
Doppler 
Figure 2.1: The Ideal Ambiguity Function 
However, by the fundamental properties (2.1 A) and (2.IB), this idealized 
behaviour is proven to be not exist in practice. It is because the maximum 
height of ambiguity function 
is fixed (Property 2.1A). If the peak is forced to 
be made too narrow, the volume invariance constraint (Property 2.IB) might 
cause subsidiary peaks at regions other than the origin. Thus, this gives rise to 
ambiguities and there exits a tradeoff between the accuracy and ambiguity for a 
single radar waveform. On the other hand, the uncertainty principle states that 
t\s = constant > 1 / 4 (2.5) 
13 
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which is the product of mean square duration t \ and the mean-square band-
width u'^s of the signal s(t). So, (2.5) imposes the restrictions on simultaneously 





^ - t fe 
Figure 2.2: The Thumbtack Ambiguity Function 
Due to these undesirable restrictions, the sub-optimum case instead of ideal 
case should be considered. One of the choice may be thumbtack ambiguity func-
tion (Fig. 2.2). It composes of a mainlobe and a flat plateau, and can be obtained 
by using a noise-like or pseudonoise waveform. The width of mainlobe can be 
made narrow along both the time and frequency axes by increasing the bandwidth 
and pulse duration, respectively. However, for real signals, the plateau might be 
more complex than that in Fig. 2.2 such that it may be higher than the desired 
level. 
2.2 Composite Ambiguity Function (CAF) 
Under the influence of those fundamental properties in Section 2.1, conventionally, 
radar signal design often suffers a limitation on performance when using a single 
designed waveform. Recently, the pulse-diverse technique is proposed for radar 
14 
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system [21] [22]. By properly selecting and utilizing a set of different waveforms, 
it is possible to overcome the limitation imposed by a single waveform. The 
resulting function can be near the ideal ambiguity function. Moreover, the degree 
of freedom for signal design can be increased as the number of pulse-diverse 
waveforms increases. Based on a set of diverse signals, another measure instead 
of ambiguity function is suggested by Bell and Guey [23], which is called composite 
ambiguity function (CAF). 
Assuming that there is a set of signals {s'i(t), 6'2(t),..., which includes 
K waveforms. The composite ambiguity function is then defined as the summation 




where As^ (r, //) denotes the customary ambiguity function of Sk{t), for k = 
1 ’ 2，• • • ’ K • 
This is the analogy of image processing which considers to construct a high-
resolution image by using a number of low-resolution images. It suggests that 
multiple pulse-echo delay-Doppler measurements can form an enhanced function 
by using waveforms with sufficiently different ambiguity function. Such a pulse-
diverse measurement technique would allow for decreasing ambiguities, while 
increasing accuracy of TD and DS estimate. Similar to the radar ambiguity 
function, some properties which are related to the magnitude of CAF are stated 
herein. 
2.2.1 Properties of Composite Ambiguity Function 
Let the energy of signal Sk{t) be Eg^ 二 f : dt for k = 1,2,…，K and 
the total energy of a set of signals be E'r = Ylk=i Esk. 
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The maximum value of the CAF locates at the origin (?• = 0，" 二 0) which is 
equal to the square of total energy of a set of signals. 
Property 2.2B 
P 2 poo roo 
< Kmb - / / (r, /y) |2 drdv < ET' (2.8) 
八 J —oo —oo 
The volume Vamb under their associated composite ambiguity function C (r, 
should be between Et'^/K and Et^. The minimum is achieved when {si(t), S2(t)， 
… ， a r e equal-energy signals and orthogonal to each other. Therefore, 
/ • o o f 1 if A: = / 
sk(t)s;(t)dt=� ‘ (2.9) 
-oo ‘ 0 if k ^ i 
V 
On the other hand, the maximum is attained when all signals in the waveform 
set are identical. 
Property 2.2C 
| C ( - T ， 一 ( 2 . 1 0 ) 
The composite ambiguity function is symmetric about the origin, such that the 
first and second quadrants are equal to third and fourth quadrants respectively. 
Property 2.2B shows that, for a given total available energy, a CAF never 
have more ambiguity volume than a ambiguity function of single waveform, that 
is si(t) = S2(t) = . . . = si�{f) and the upper bound is attained. When the 
waveforms are chosen to be orthogonal to each other, removal of ambiguity is 
allowed. This is an important reason that, we attempt to apply the pulse-diverse 
multiple measurement technique for more accurate TD and DS estimation in this 
thesis. 
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2.3 CAF of Joint Phase and Frequency Shift 
Keying (PSK-FSK) Modulated Signal 
Based on the advantages of using the composite ambiguity function, Bell and 
Guey [23] has proposed some designed signal sets, based on the phase and/or 
frequency coding, for delay-Doppler imaging. Phase shift keying (PSK) and fre-
quency shift keying (FSK) are two common modulation schemes which are usually 
used for radar waveforms, for example, Barker Code, Frank Code, etc. . Thus, it 
is worth to apply the joint phase and frequency modulated signals for the pulse-
diverse technique [21] because of its ease in implementation for real systems. 
Assuming that a coded waveform set contains K signals {si(t), . • •，SK{t)}, 
where the A:-th pulse can be represented by: 
�—1 r f 1 
Skit) = Ck,n {t - n T j exp j l i r 宰 t [ exp {威 „ } (2.11) 
n=0 L “ J 
where N denotes the number of chips in each pulse, T�symbolizes the chip du-
ration, represents the function of chip shape and, /&’„ and (/>&’„ refer to 
FSK and PSK codes at the n-th chip in the k-th pulse respectively. Then, the 
ambiguity function of signal in (2.11) is: 
f-OO 
As, (r, /y) = / s,{t)sl{t - dt 
J —oo 
N-L N-1 F 
7口 0 m=0 
. ( T — (n - m)T„ “ — (A’„ — A,饥）/T,] (2.12) 
/•OO 
where Ac^cm. (了，= / - dt represents 
./-oo 
the cross ambiguity function between Cfc’„� and Cfc’„i � . 
For a simple expression of (2.12), we let 
/ \ (2.13) 
. T — (n - m)T„ “ 一 (fk,n - fk,m) /Tc \ 
Yl 
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Hence, 
N-i N-l 
K (T, = 如 ’ ‘ " ^ ) (T, ") (2.14) 
71=0 m—0 
And finally, by (2.14), the composite ambiguity function of a set of joint PSK-FSK 
modulated signals can be written as 
K N-L N-L 
仇 和 E E E (T, (2.15) 
K=L n = 0 m二 0 
From (2.15), it is found that there are several parameters can be used for 
signal design. They are the phase code the frequency code fk,n and the 
chip function Ck’n(t'). In this thesis, (/>&’„, and fk’n are considered to be the design 
parameters while keeping Ck,n(f) to be equal for all values of k and n. 
Then, two examples which are the special cases of joint PSK-FSK modulated 
signals, are given as follow: 
Phase Shift Keying (PSK) Modulated Signal 
The first case is PSK modulated signal in which Cfc ’„�=ci ,m{t) , h,n = fi,m 
for A;, I = 1, 2 , . . . ， a n d n, m = 0,1,...，_/V — 1. That means only the phase 
modulating code (fik^ n can be changed, and implies the term Anli ( r , i n (2.15) 
is identical for all value of k. 
Therefore, the CAF of these PSK modulated signals [17] [24] is given by: 
I< N-L N-\ 
Cpi職（T, ") = E E Z e 私 ’ " • 一 [ T , JY) 
k=l n=0 m=0 
K iV-l/V -1 
- E E E 多 “ 、 山 (T, ") (2.16) 
A；二 1 n:=0 m=0 
iV—1 N-l N-l K 
= [ (r, ") + (r, ") [ e • ’ ‘ " 0 
n~0 n=0 rn=0 fc=l 
m^n 
Note that Cphase (『，is composed of N aiito-arnbiguity functions (r, u) 
located at the origin and N x { N - l ) cross-ambiguity functions An^ rn (T, located 
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at ((n - m)Tc, 0) on the delay-Doppler plane. If the phase codes are appropri-
ately chosen, the cross ambiguity term can be cancelled and then minimizing the 
total volume Famb to attain the lower bound ET'^/K. For example, when using 
Hadamard matrices as the phase codes (in Table E.l), the CAF is depicted in 
Fig. 2.3. And it is observed that, outside one chip duration on the delay axis, 
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Figure 2.3: The Composite Ambiguity Function of Hadamard Coded Signals 
Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) Modulated Signal 
Another case is the FSK modulated signals where Ck,n{t) = c i , m { t ) , (j)k、n = 4>i,m 
for k,l = ... and n , m = 0,1, . . . ,TV - 1. Here, the CAF becomes 
Cfre, (r, = E E E e • 厂 ‘ � A( 之 ) 爪 ( r , … 
k—1 n = 0 m = 0 
K N — LN—L R 
= ( 替 ) ( 2 . 1 7 ) 
n=0 m二0 
. ( T - (ri - m)Te, ly - ( h , n - f k , m ) 
From (2.17), we know that the ambiguity sidelobe locations of a frequency-coded 
waveform are given by ((n - m)Tc,(九，„ — fk,m)/Tc), which are determined by 
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the frequency hopping pattern /&’„ and fk^m- For a coded waveform of length N, 
there are N x {N — 1) sidelobes that need to be allocated. A good frequency 
hopping pattern should then produce no strong spikes other than the mainlobe 
and maintain a small signal bandwidth. 
Costas has suggested a criterion for selection of frequency hopping pattern 
that yields a ambiguity function approaching the ideal ambiguity function, and a 
Costas sequence of length TV is a permutation of N consecutive integers. Based on 
the Costas sequence, Bell and Guey has introduced a generalized form of the se-
quence, which can decrease the maximum sidelobe to mainlobe ratio with slightly 
increased signal bandwidth. It is called generalized Costas sequence (GCS). Then, 
they further proposed to breakdown a pair of equal-length GCS into N equal-
length sub-sequences, that have complementary sidelobe distribution patterns. 
The resultant set of sequences is called complementary generalized Costas se-
quences (CGCS) and listed in Table E.2. The corresponding CAF of the sequences 
is given in Fig. 2.4 
4� 
3.5、. 
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Figure 2.4: The Composite Ambiguity Function of CGCS Coded Signals 
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2.4 Summary 
To summarize, a mathematical measuring function, which is called ambiguity 
function, is considered to indicate the suitability of a single waveform for delay-
Doppler estimation. However, the fundamental properties of function state that, 
unless the expenditure of large bandwidth and long time duration, a single wave-
form suffers some restrictions such that its performance is usually limited. There-
fore, pulse diverse technique is proposed to apply in radar waveforms and a 
corresponding measuring function is given which is called composite ambiguity 
function (CAF). CAF is a function that coherently combines different ambigu-
ity functions from diverse waveforms. Then, the property of CAF shows that 
pulse-diverse waveform can bypass the restriction (volume invariance property) 
imposed by a single waveform. That implies a better performance as well as larger 




CAF Algorithm and Its 
Performance Analysis 
From Chapter 2, we show that several diverse waveforms are superior to a single 
waveform. Thus, based on the composite ambiguity function (CAF) algorithm, 
the estimator structure for pulse-diverse waveforms is introduced in Section 3.1. 
With an assumption of high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the Cramer-Rao lower 
bound (CRLB) is first derived in Section 3.2. And, in Section 3.3, the CAF 
algorithm based estimator is then proven to be asymptotically unbiased and ap-
proaches the minimum variance which is equal to CRLB. On the other hand, 
under a moderate SNR such that signal energy is comparable with noise power, 
the CRLB is no longer be a proper measure of accuracy. Hence, in Section 3.4, the 
mean square error (global accuracy) of estimator is derived and investigated in 
that situation. At last, the simulation results are given to evaluate the derivations 
in Section 3.5. 
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3.1 CAF Algorithm for Time Delay and Doppler 
Shift Estimation 
The composite ambiguity function has been proposed by Bell and Guey [23] for 
delay-Doppler imaging in an active radar. Here, we apply the same algorithm 
for time delay (TD) and Doppler shift (DS) estimation. Suppose there are K 
waveforms {si(t), 52( t ) , . . . , for transmission and the energy of Sk{t) is 
These K waveforms then form a pulse train as a transmitted signal, 
K-L 
邓 幼 - 叫 (3.1) 
k=0 
where Tp is the duration of k-t\\ pulse. 
Assuming that the propagation channel is corrupted by additive white Gaus-
sian noise. Hence, the received pulse train 
/(-I 
m = T M ' - 叫 (3-2) 
which equals reflected echo sl(t) from the target corrupted by noise. That is, 
fk{t) = slit) + ( 3 . 3 ) 
where the reflected signal s沙)，expressed in narrowband model, equals to 
sl i t) = Skit — To) exp {j27riyo(t - r , )} (3.4) 
with T„ and i>() being the actual time delay and Doppler shift induced by the 
target on signals. 
Then the match-filtering process can be described pictorally in Fig. 3.1. Under 
noise-free environment, the summed output of all filter banks becomes the CAF 
of source signal s(t) and its delayed and frequency-shifted version s『（力），which is 
given by, 
C,., = ^ r Skit — ro)e)2-"�“—T�)4(, 一 一” dt (3.5) 
k=l . 7 - � 
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It is clear that a global maximum is attained when T = T。and /乂 二 VO. Thus, 
in general, TD and DS can be estimated by identifying the (r, u) that maximizes 
the expression in (3.5) for all SNR. 
Matched Filter Delay Zi (•^，v) 
I Bank for J ; ( / ) [(/iT-1)7；| \ 
I Matched Filter Delay Zi “’ v) \ 
^ r 1 B - f 。 r , / / ) ^ k z d \ \ |C 
fO)y\ 丨 ： ： \ for delay. ； ^ 
V \ ： ： I • I' —• Doppler — 
Tf — \ Z / ’estimation 
\ Matched Filter Delay Xk-i (t, v) / / 
Bank for %；( t ) T, / 
I Matched Filter Zk (X, V) / 
Bank for Sj^  t) 
Figure 3.1: The Estimator Structure Based on CAF Algorithm 
With this established CAF algorithm based estimator, we attempt to investi-
gate the performance on estimation accuracy when using pulse-diverse waveforms. 
So, in the next section, the Cramer-Rao lower bound is first derived. 
3.2 The Cramer-Rao Lower Bound of the CAF 
Algorithm 
Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is very useful in analysis. It provides a the-
oretical lower bound for the variance of unbiased estimators. For TD and DS 
estimation, a CRLB of single-pulse estimator has been derived in many literature 
25] [26]. Those are, 
• ( T o ) a H and var{uo) ~ ^ ^ (3-6) 
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where N�is the noise power spectral density and Eg is the energy of signal s(t). 
and are the mean square bandwidth and mean square duration of signal 
sit) respectively. 
In the following derivation, the CRLB of a multipulse maximum likelihood 
estimator [27] is derived as a benchmark against which the performance of CAF 
algorithm based estimator may be compared. Thus, from (3.3) and (3.4), we know 
that the received signal equals the reflected signal corrupted by white noise. The 
parameters to be estimated are time delay and Doppler shift of echoes. Let, 
e = [f. Oof (3.7) 
Hence, the CRLB of an unbiased estimator vector,©, is given by the inequality, 
v c i r m > [ J - i (0 ) ]h (3.8) 
where [J~^(©)]n signifies the (?；, i) element of the inverse of J (©) , which is the 
2 x 2 Fisher information matrix 
[J(o)]” = _丑 爾3 ,、 
=E \dlnp{fuf2.…，•fc Q) d\npU\j2,…，IK； e ) l 、.) 
— L d(h Mj _ 
and p{j\, /2, • • •, IK； 0 ) is the conditional probability density function (pdf) of 
the received data [28] [29] which can be obtained from 
Pifu /2,..., JK; 0 ) = pifu ©M/2； e ) . . . PUK； 0 ) (3.10) 
The above equality holds when the additive noise is temporally uncorrelated. 
Because the additive noise is zero-mean Gaussian, i.e., 
(3.11) 
So, (3.10) becomes 
Pifu /2,..., IK； e ) = n Mk exp { 宗 | A � — 0 ) � d t j (3.12) 
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where M i , M 2 , • • •, MR are constants independent of 0 . And then, the log-
likelihood function of the pdf is of the form 
K 1 r K 
\ n p ( . h , : h , . . . ’ f K ; & ) = - Y ^ j r / \ f k ( t ) - s , { t ; e ) \ ' d t ^ Y l ^ n M , (3.13) 
k二1 J To k=l 
From (3.13), elements in the Fisher information matrix can be derived as (see 
Appendix B for the proof) 
r p�a2lnp(/i,/2，...，/7(;e))1 ^ � , O 1 
Jii = -E — = -J^ + + Bsfc. 
, _ p � ^ : i n p ( / i , / 2，...，/;^;0 ) l _ Stt'E,,「广 2 1 
知 = — E [ ^ J L " ‘ j 
J J ^�(92 lnp( / i , /2 , ••. , / /<; 0 ) 1 A 47r£；,,� 
I J k~\ 
(3.14) 
where Bg^, Cs^ ^ and Dsk [9] are defined as 
Bgf, = —武k which is the mean square bandwidth of Sfc(t) 
uj Skico) 2 duj — cj^ Skiuj)'之 du 7-r 一- J-oo ) and — 厂 ⑷ 、 ‘ 
� — … a n d � s r / : |拟 0 ； ) | 2 -
Cs^ — f^sk — tfc which is the mean square duration of Sk{t) 
(o.丄 J 
^ keis.iO |2 炎 i r � 制 ) 丨 2 炎 
“ — k I朴⑷丨2坎 “_ k 1 S 说 ） 妖 
— I m 仏 繊 總 屯 } 
Dsk = k I 外 ⑷ | 2 趕 
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Substituting these terms into the information matrix, 
T /A� 'A 2 
J(0) = 
J2I ',22 
- E 务 [ ( 2 化 + � ) 2 + B J E ^ — 1 ( 3 . i 6 ) 
- k = i k=i � J 
and its inverse is 
k=l ‘- � A;=l 
— E ^ [Ds, — E 务 [ ( 2 兀 + 口 J 2 + B朴] 
J - 1 ( 0 ) = _ L _ ^ 1 ( 3 . 1 7 ) 
2ACRLB 
where ACRLB = Jn J22 _ 
Therefore the (z,z)-th elements of yield the CRLB for fo and 口。re-
spectively, in which 
• � = i ] (3-18) 
^ ACRLB 
A Es^ [(27r/yo + c j s + 5 
and var{vo) = l^WXf' ；T ^ " (3-19) 
二 ZMk ^CRLB 
Now, assuming that the noise power Nk and signal energy Eg^ of the if received 
signals are equal. (i.e. Afi = N2 = … = M k ~ J^o and Eg^  — Es^ = • • • = Esk -二 
Eg ). Then the Cramer-Rao lower bound can be simplified to 
- , 。 ） — _ (3.20) 
^ ^CRLB 
and • � 二 华 f 丨 ( 2 们 々 + 产 B , ] (3.21) 
FC二1 八CRLB 
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where A'CRLB = U11U22 — { U ^ f , with 
Un = ^ ^ Z ^ L + + (3.22) 
U22 = (3.23) 
U12 - EsY!: (2n) [Ds, - 27r/yJ,J (3.24) 
When some further approximations are employed that Bg^.�(2 t tUO + 口sJ? 
and select the time origin Isk and Dsf, to be zero, then 
• � . 给 y l and • � . 给 ^ ( 3 . 2 5 ) 
Here, Ds^ is referred to the "error coupling coefficient" [4]. This is the delay-
Doppler coupling factor and becomes important when delay and Doppler must be 
estimated simultaneously. If it is non-zero, then the error variance will generally 
be larger. And, it is also shown that those signals with thumbtack ambiguity 
function tend to have minimum delay-Doppler coupling and a general condition 
for rectangular envelope FM signals is presented for zero coupling. 
3.3 Performance Analysis of the CAF Algorithm 
To explore how good is the performance of CAF algorithm based estimator, we 
evaluate its mean and variance of estimation [29] [30] [31] in this section. Then 
we try to prove the estimator is unbiased and minimum variance, which equals 
CRLB, is attained. 
Recall from Section 3.1 that the received signal 九 � equals sl(t) + nk(t) for 
A; = 1, 2 , . . . , K . Therefore, the match-filter output is given by 
K 2 
7 . 2 (3.26) 
k=\ 
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where is the cross correlation function of fk[t) and Sk(t). Let 
K K 
ly) = Y l x s i s 人 a n d C„s(r，") = u) (3.27) 
we have, 
ICfs(T,iy)l' = lCsr,(T,iy)+Cns(T,iy)l' (3.28) 
Since attains its maximum only at r = To and “ = "。，the es-
timation of TD and DS becomes a problem of locating the maximum point of 
")|2. When noise is present, this peak location identification objective is 
still valid. Hence, with an assumption of high SNR and some tedious derivations, 
the estimated TD and DS by proposed estimator are respectively, (see Appendix 
C.l for the proof) 
千o ^  + V\2 Re \ l - C n s { T , u ) \ - 1,22 Re \ ^ C n s { T , u ) \ (3.29) 
^theo L OV J T = r 。 or J T=To 
“ “ � 卜 2 Re … : V i i Re { | ; q � } | _ l (3-30) 
- '''=1^0 = -
where 
… - R e ’ … = R e ， 
巧2= Re 她 " ) }〜。， 
Atheo = V11V22 — Vii 
Because, 
- 1 [-
E { ! ： ‘ ( 厂 = ( ) - E = 0 (3.31) 
L � L -
After taking the expectation with (3.29) and (3.30), the mean of estimated TD 
and DS becomes, 
E[TO] ^ TO and E[0O\ ^  （3.32) 
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which implies that the CAF algorithm based estimator is asymptotically unbiased 
(when SNR tends to infinity) for estimation of 丁。and Moreover, if we want 
to show the proposed estimator is efficient, the variance of TD and DS should be 
minimum which attains CRLB. Therefore, from Appendix C.2, we have derived 
respectively that, 
暫 ⑷ . ( 3 . 3 3 ) 
2 ^theo 
and • � . 学 E L [ B s � ( 2 . 和 , J (3.34) 
2 Atlieo 
where Ai,heo = — ^ u and they are defined in (C.35), (C.35) and (C.36). 
Then, by (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24), we obtain 
八'CRLB = UuU22 - Ul, = ( -Un)( -U22) — ( - U n f 
( K \ 
= V ^ I I - E s Y , {V22) — (Vuf 
\ 日 ) K (3.35) 
^ yiiV22 - V'll when | V u | � E ^ E 2(27n々）or = 0 
k=l 
——Atheo 
Thus, if iViil > I丑s Z i i i 2(27r"。）| or cJ,^  = 0 
“ 、 - K V 2 2 KU22 “ 、 。 
var(To)=———乂 ——=var (To) CRLB (3.36) 
^^theo Z^CRLB 
Moreover, consider 
Atheot/11 = {VnV22 - 0 , 1 2 ) 2 ) f；^^ 
( ( K \ \ 
= f / i i t / 2 2 - [UnfUii 
\ \ k=i / / 
/ i< \ 
~ [UnU22 — Uu 
\ fc = l J 
K 
=ACRLB(-^II) when | V u | � E s J ^ , 2{2ni^o) or cJs, = 0 
(3.37) 
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Q ” � -KVn KUn ” � 
So 爾 = -ITT——^ •——=”ar("o)CRLB (3.38) 
We can conclude that the proposed estimator is asymptotically efficient when 
SNR tends to infinity, as well as the mean square bandwidth should be much 
larger than E^ 2(27r"o) or the mean frequency of the signal should be zero. 
3.4 Global Accuracy 
The CAF algorithm based estimator attains CRLB only at high SNR, thus we 
require another proper measure of estimator's performance when moderate SNR 
is concerned, such that the signal energy is comparable to noise power. In this 
section, we first assume that the region of r , v plane with dimensions and T* 
is divided into a number of rectangular cells (Fig. 3.4). The size of each cells is 
proportional to dimensions of the central peak, thus 
Ar = A , = (3.39) 
KtCT 丨, KyGr 
w h e r e K ” K。are c o n s t a n t s , A'^ = T‘么-(r)^ a n d AL = - (zy)^ 
Then, for a estimation process, we decide which of the cells the signal is in 
and next perform a localization within the chosen cell. Therefore, there are two 
kinds of possible errors: (1) decision errors and (2) local search error within the 
cell which refers to CRLB analysis has been explored in Section 3.2. To analyze 
the performance, two types of errors are expressed as a single value 一 the overall 
mean-square error which is called global accuracy [32] here as a new measure for 
the comparison of different systems at moderate SNR. Hence, the mean-square 
error may be written as 
= cTg^  = E[t^ I decision error]Pr[decision error 
2 . . (3-40) 
+ I no decision error]_Pr[no decision error 
We then make an approximation that, if a decision error is made, it is equally 
likely to occur in any one of the wrong cell. Therefore the resulting estimate f is 
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Figure 3.2: The Hypothesized Delay-Doppler Plane 
assumed to be iincorrelated with actual value TQ. Given that, 
E[T^ I interval error] = E[(f — t„Y | decision error 
二 I decision error] + | decision error] (3.41) 
—2E[fTo I decision error 
The approximation makes the last term in (3.41) zero, while the first two terms 
are both equal to | decision error]. That is, 
E[T^ I decision error] = 2 • | decision error] (3.42) 
Assuming that a prior probability of a signal will lie in any cell is uniform distri-
bution, thus 
I 2 1 
I decision error] = / T'^P{T) dr where j ; ( r ) = — 
•I-夸 T* (3.43) 
= 互 
— 1 2 
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And, 
E[T^ I decision error] = (3.44) 
similarly, E[ul | decision error] = (3.45) 
On the other hand, the term | no decision error] and E[i>l | no decision error 
in (3.40) can be approximated by (3.33) and (3.34) respectively. Hence, the re-
maining term that we have not evaluated is the probability of decision error 
For the analysis of decision error, we assume that the signals should lie at one 
of the cells' center and the center point of the m-th cell is denoted as (r^, Um). 
Because the signal ambiguity function is considered to have subsidiary peaks with 
non-negligible heights. The problem is similar to an M-hypothesis problem with 
non-orthogonal signals [33] where M = VL^GrT^Oi, and the general form of each 
hypotheses is corresponding to a matched filter 
Smk{t) = Sk(t — Tm)e]�lTm� for m = 1，2，...，M (3.46) 
Suppose the transmitted signal is sik(t) and the received signal is fk(t), such that 
f k � = sik(t)+nn:(t) (3.47) 
where nik(t) is additive white Gaussian noise. 
Then, the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) is carried out with computation of 
K 2 八 noo 
\Lm? = Y J fk{t)Smk{t)dt (3.48) 
and choosing the largest value. Lot random variables y^ = for m = 
1, 2，...，M and consider 
Pr(e) = 1-Pc (3.49) 
where Pc is probability of correct decision. That is, yi should be larger than each 
of the other M — I correlator outputs y2,…，VM, and may be expressed as 
/•oo 
/ PT�y2 < ？/i,?/3 < y i , . - - ,yM < y i M p ( y i ) d i j i (3.50) 
./—oo 
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where Pr {1/2 < yi, ys < ？/i,..., ?/m < yi\yi) denotes the joint probability, that 
y2, y^：..., y M are all less than any given 饥，is averaged over all tji. Thus, it is 
mathematically convenient to first derived the probability of correct decision. 
By the derivation in Appendix D, we may numerically solve (3.50) for the 
probability of correct decision 
Pc = � A e - ( - 2 + 鼻 1 1 2 / 
Jo V cm J 
‘ 广 ^ e - ( - � 2 2 ) / w JO ( d y , 
J o 2(712� V 力 2 � ) (3.51) 
r / 。 办 1 
JQ 斯 M \ ) . 
where Ia{x) is the of-order modified Bessel function of the first kind, which may 
be represented by the infinite series 
Ux) = y 丄 ) ) , - for .T > 0 (3.52) 
/c—0 
Girri^  = ^ ^ -^kEk where A4 is noise spectral density (3.53) 
k-l 
Ek is signal energy 
and = (Tm，"m)|2 (3.54) 
= Magnitude square of CAF of s{t) at T•爪， 
After evaluating the integral of (3.51), the probability of decision error can be 
obtained by (3.49). Using (3.33) and (3.34), the overall mean square errors are, 
外 ? ] = 孕 ( 1 - + 学 问 2 f ( � C ” c (3.55) 
b Z ^theo 
丑 M = 1 ( 1 - + 学 [ 〜 巧 ] 尸 c (3.56) 
6 2 Atheo 
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3.5 Numerical Results for Derivation of CAF 
Algorithm 
Several simulations have been performed in this section to demonstrate the deriva-
tions of CRLB and global accuracy. Different types of multipulse signals, which 
include the pulse-diverse signals and the pulse-identical signals, are used for the 
comparison of performance. 
3.5.1 Simulation Results of CRLB for Various Multi-pulse 
Signals 
In this experiment, four set of signals are used to verify that the variance of the 
CAF algorithm can approach the CRLB at high SNR. Two of them are pulse-
diverse signals, which are the Hadamard coded signals and the complementary 
generalized Costas sequences (CGCS) described in Section 2.3. The other two 
signals are pulse-identical signals, namely Barker Code and linear step FM signals 
as introduced in Section 1.3. Each signal consists of 4 pulses and each pulses has 
the same time duration and unit energy {Es,^  = 1), i.e. the total energy of each 
set of signal equals 4. The simulation models the received radar echoes that are 
corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise and are processed by the match filter 
bank. Then the received pulse is compressed to a shorter duration output. This 
is called pulse compression technique that allows a radar to utilize a long pulse 
to achieve large radiated energy, but simltaneously to obtain the range resolution 
of a short pulse. So, the estimate of TD and DS is produced by locating the 
maximum output. A hundred of this process are performed for each data points 
at various signal-to-noise ratios in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4. The results indicate that the 
variance can approach the CRLB when the SNR is high. 
At low SNR, the estimation was affected by the threshold effect which is 
induced by the large noise power and, in this case, the noise dominates in CAF. 
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Under this environment, the probability of correctness becomes smaller and the 
variance will be equal to the variance of making decision error as given in (3.44) 
and (3.45). On the other hand, when the SNR gradually increases, the signal 
power becomes comparable to or larger than the noise, the estimation can be 
more accurate and eventually it will approach the CRLB. This phenomenon can 
be explained by a simple measure of estimator's "outlier immunity" [27] shown 
in (3.57). It is the expectation of CAF which is normalized by peak level in the 
absence of noise. 
( , ^ n = Cs{T - T o , ” - “ � + — (3.57) 
Under low SNR (about 0.01 to 1), the last term in (3.57) is much larger than 
the first term which is related to the CAF of the signals. That is the noise 
power dominates the signal and the estimation is completely characterized by 
noise which is a random process. Conversely, while the SNR increases (1 to 10)， 
the signal power becomes larger, then the first term tends to become dominant. 
Until the SNR is higher (> 10), the global accuracy approaches the CRLB which 
is the minimum variance unbiased estimate. 
3.5.2 Simulation Results of Global Accuracy for Various 
Multi-pulse Signals 
From (3.49), (3.55) and (3.56), we can calculate the global accuracy of a multi-
pulse signal. It is proven that the probability of correctness is related to the 
ambiguities around the delay-Doppler plane in (3.51). The global accuracy of 
several pulses are simulated and plotted in Fig. 3.5 and 3.6. The CAF of these 
examined signals are shown in Fig. 3.7. Originally, for a given delay-Doppler 
area, the number of filters in the filter bank is changed with different signals 
when their mainlobe widths are different. However, for comparison purpose, we 
construct the same size of match filter bank for all the pulses here such that there 
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are about 12000 different pairs of (r^, Ujn) being used. 
The results depicted that the Gaussian pulse has the worst global accuracy 
among all tested signals at given resolution. Although the Gaussian pulse has 
the most concentrated mainlobe (Fig. 3.7b) than the others, it has the lowest 
resolution for time delay or Doppler shift or both. At high SNR, errors are also 
induced around the center (i.e. r = 0 , " = 0) because of broad mainlobe. Then, 
the best performed pulse is the CGCS signal, which has significant improvement 
at moderate SNR. It is because the ambiguities spread more around the delay-
Doppler plane with sharper mainlobe (Fig. 3.7d). Hence, for high resolution 
requirement, CGCS is a more suitable choice for joint TD and DS estimation. 
While Gaussian pulse can be selected if resolution is not an important factor for 
the estimation. 
3.5.3 Simulation on Global Accuracy with Different Pa-
rameters 
In the following simulations, the effect of several parameters are shown, which 
are the peak sidelobe level to mainlobe level (PSM) ratio, the number of filters 
M for the match filter bank and, lastly, the number of pulses K in a signal 
set. As mention in Section 3.4, the probability of correctness Pc depends on the 
sidelobes level (i.e. 7/2, '^3,.. . , IJM) and mainlobe level YI. In this test, we use the 
thumbtack function (Fig. 2.2) as the model such that S12 = ^is = . . . = SIM and 
(3.51) becomes 
/ 'OO 
Pc= Pr 0/2 < VuVs < yi,…,VM < y\\yi) P ivi) dyi 
J — 0 0 
广 0 0 
< I [Pr 072 < yi\yi)]^~^p{yi)dyi 
p o o 「 RM 1 / / \ - I M-L (3.58) 
= \ A 条 心 。 （ 碎 ） 办 2 Jo Uo 2(7122 V J . 
2o"ii2 V � / 
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Then we assume that, in this experiment, the size of each rectangular cells in Fig. 
3.4 is proportional to dimensions of the central peak. 
Peak Sidelobe Level to Mainlobe Level (PSM) Ratio 
The peak sidelobes to mainlobe ratio of S12/S11 is used as a variable ranged from 0 
to 1, while keeping the other parameters as constants (M = 10000, K = 4). The 
results is shown in Fig. 3.8 and it is clear that when the PSM ratio increases, 
larger SNR is required for approaching the minimum variance. Therefore, at 
moderate SNR such that the noise power is comparable to signal energy, the 
PSM ratio becomes an important factor for performance of proposed estimator. 
On the other hand, for the extreme case, when PSM ratio is equal to 1, the 
variance of time delay and Doppler shift are constant which cannot attain the 
bound for any SNR. It is because the estimation under this situation becomes a 
random process and each hypotheses has equal probability. 
N u m b e r of Filters M in the Filter Bank 
The next parameter of global accuracy is the number of filters (hypotheses) M 
of matched filter bank. In this simulation, the number of pulse K is set to 4 
and the PSM ratio is 0.3. The testing value of M ranges from 10 to 10000， 
then the results are plotted in Fig. 3.9. It is observed, at a given SNR, the 
global accuracy decreases when the number of filters increases. However, the 
trend seems to be saturated when M increases, because the cases M = 1000 and 
M = 10000 have nearly the same performance. This indicate that, for the high 
resolution estimation which requires larger M, there is a limited degradation for 
the global accuracy. 
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N u m b e r of pulses K in a. Pulse Train 
Instead of the PSM ratio and the number of filters, the number of pulses K used is 
also important for the enhancement of global accuracy. Assuming that the PSM 
ratio and M are set to 0.3 and 10000 respectively, and the range of K varies from 
4 to 40. The simulated results are given in Fig. 3.10 and reveal that, for a given 
SNR, there is a significant improvement for the accuracy when K increases. It is 
because, from ((3.33) & (3.34)), the CRLB is inversely proportional to K, such 
that more the number of pulses, smaller the variance of estimation. Moreover, for 
a given noise power, the second term in (3.57) diminishes as K increases. Thus, 
when more pulses are employed, lower SNR is required to get above the threshold 
effect and it can be checked from Fig. 3.10. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the CAF algorithm based estimator is proposed and shown that it 
is asymptotically unbiased when SNR tends to infinity. Moreover, at high SNR, 
the estimator may attain the CRLB if \Vu\�Eg or UJsk — 
Thus, the proposed estimator can be asymptotically efficient. On the other hand, 
the performance of estimator at moderate SNR is also considered. The global 
accuracy, which composed of decision error and local search error, is derived 
for a measure at that environment. Lastly, from the derivations and simulation 
results, some factors for more accurate joint TD and DS estimation are obtained. 
That includes: (1) Larger mean square bandwidth and mean square duration, 
(2) Smaller peak sidelobe level to mainlobe level ratio, (3) Larger K, i.e. more 
pulses are employed. These factors can be used as criteria in the signal design. 
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Although using pulse-diverse waveforms can reduce the ambiguity volume, this 
does not imply proper distribution of remaining volume. Thus, in this chapter, 
the optimum pulse-diverse waveforms are designed. Based on the performance 
analysis of proposed estimator in Chapter 3, criteria for optimum waveforms are 
given in Section 4.1. Then, the optimum waveforms are proposed to be joint PSK-
FSK modulated and the objective function is formulated in Section 4.2 with the 
given criteria. Due to the nonlinearity of this optimization problem, the genetic 
algorithm is proposed in Section 4.3 as a optimization approach to search the 
optimum results. At last, the optimum designs are obtained and the analysis on 
simulation results are carried out in Section 4.4. 
4.1 Criteria for Opt imum Waveforms 
From Chapter 3，we know that time delay (TD) and Doppler shift (DS) are 
estimated by locating the maximum point of matched-filter outputs. So, the esti-
mation accuracy mainly depends on CAF of transmitted pulse-diverse waveforms. 
Generally, the sharper around the mainlobe, the better the estimates as well as 
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the noise immunity can be improved. Moreover, as discussed in Section 3.4, the 
sidelobes level should be as low as possible that can improve the accuracy of es-
timation at moderate SNR. From the above two criteria, we can deduce that the 
near ideal case may be thumbtack function such that the ambiguities are evenly 
distributed around the mainlobe of delay-Doppler plane. 
On the other hand, from the derivation of estimation variance (3.33) and 
(3.34), it is shown that the estimation accuracy of TD and DS are inversely 
proportional to the summed mean square bandwidth ^ ^ Bg,^  and summed mean 
square time duration Cg^ . respectively. Then, the variances are also decrease as 
number of pulses K increases, thus, more accurate estimations can be obtained 
at high SNR. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3.5.2，lower SNR is required 
to get above the threshold effect when more pulses are employed. And better 
performance can also be obtained at moderate SNR. 
As a conclusion in this section, for a accurate estimation, a set of pulse-diverse 
waveforms should have the following criteria: 
1. Sharp Mainlobe of CAF; 
2. Uniformly Low Sidelobes of CAF; 
3. Large Mean Square Bandwidth Bg] 
4. Large Mean Square Time Duration Cs\ 
5. More Pulses are employed (i.e. Large K). 
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4.2 Opt imum Signals Based on Joint Phase and 
Frequency Shift Keying (PSK-FSK) Modu-
lated Signal 
As introduced in Chapter 2, due to easy implementation, the PSK and FSK modu-
lations are very common in radar application. Therefore, the designed waveforms 
are decided to be joint PSK-FSK modulated. Assume the coded waveform set S 
contains K signals { s i ( t ) , s 2 ⑴ ， … ， w h e r e the k-t\i pulse can be repre-
sented as: 
Sk{t) = Y^ Ck,n {t - nTc) e x p j l i r 辛 t \ e x p {j(l)k,n} ( 4 . 1 ) 
n=0 L " J 
where N denotes the number of chips in each pulse, T�symbolizes the chip dura-
tion, C k , n � represents the function of chip shape, fk,n and refer to FSK and 
PSK codes at the n-th chip in the k-t\i pulse respectively. Thus, from (2.13) and 
(2.15), the composite ambiguity function of K signals can be written as 
C ( r , " ) = ^ e , 2 肩 T c 
A;=l n=0 m=0 ( 4 - 2 ) 
. ( T — (n - m)Tc, ” - (fk,n - fk,m) /T^ 
Since the total volume 14mb of the pulse-diverse modulation scheme [23] [27 
lies between 
厂 2 roo f'oo 
- f < / / dTdv< El ( 4 . 3 ) 
八 •/ —oo J —oo 
where ET : Yl!k=i f ^ dt denotes the total energy in the entire pulse 
train. 
So the signals should be appropriately chosen to attain the lower bound in (4.3). 
That is, the K modulating signals S = {sk{t), k = 1,2,..., K} should comprise 
an orthogonal set, 
roo 1 if =丨 
/ Sk ⑴ s 脚 t = { ' — ' (4.4) 
."oo I 0 if /c / / 
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However, the above minimization of total ambiguity volume overlooks the dis-
tribution of remaining volume on the delay-Doppler plane. It is entirely possible 
that a smaller volume unfittingly distributed would be much less desirable than a 
larger volume more judiciously distributed. In other word, the proper entity to be 
minimized is not the total ambiguity alone, but some appropriate "cost" metric 
which measures the performance or "penalty" associated with the distribution 
and the size of ambiguity of any particular pulse-diverse signal waveform choice 
S. 
To design the optimum codes (phase and/or frequency) for these modulation 
schemes, the desirability of any particular choice of waveforms is encapsulated in 
the following objective function: 
roo poo 「 -. 2 
0(S,iu) = / / |C(r,/y)| - M drdiy (4.5) 
’/-oo J-oo 
V) encapsulates the degree of iindesirability of one unit of difference in de-
sired ambiguity distribution and actual ambiguity distribution at (r, v). M is 
a constant threshold. Therefore, specifying FSK frequency fk,n set and PSK 
phase (f)k^ n set of S will completely define the optimum pulse-diverse waveform. 
Practically, the integral in (4.5) can be approximated to (4.6) by discretizirig the 
delay-Doppler region, 
I .� 2 
0(S,'i/;) = \ C [ T , , V J ) \ - M ArA/y (4.6) 
i=l j二1 
Hence, the optimal modulation scheme S^ may be found as: 
S„ ^ argrnin 0 {S,w) (4.7) 
s 
Since sharpening the mainlobe as well as lowering the sidelobes level are the 
requirements of signal design, the weight function should be defined as: 
f 1 if | C ( r , ^ ) | > M 
W(T,U) = < ( 4 . 8 ) 
I 0 otherwise 
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where ( r , 朱 ^^ oo such that v) is not included at the point r = 0 and v = 0. 
Then, M is a threshold, which aims to limit each sidelobes level, is equal to 
7 |C(0, 0)1 while 7 G [0，1] is the ratio of maximum allowable sidelobe level to the 
mainlobe. So M must lies within 0 and |C(0,0) . 
By (4.6) and (4.8), the optimum set of signals can be found by choosing the 
different combination of fk’n and for evaluation and select the best among the 
tested signal sets. But this "brute-force" trial-and-error approach to design wave-
form is not efficient, because, there exists uncountably infinite number of such 
candidates; and each trial test requires very lengthy computation. Additionally, 
the objective function is a multimodal function and the optimization becomes a 
nonlinear problem. Traditionally, the gradient-directed searching mechanism to 
solve the differentiable surface of an objective function. But for those multimodal 
objective function, this technique always obtain the local optimal. Therefore, ge-
netic algorithm is introduced to solve this issue in the next section. This technique 
of optimization is similar to its associated algorithms (e.g. simulated annealing) 
which are classified as guided random techniques. 
4.3 Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) [34] [35] represent robust stochastic search algorithms 
to derive near-optimal solution in high-dimensional combinatorial optimization 
problems and are originally modeled on the principles of natural selection and 
evolution. They operate on a group (or population) of trial solutions in parallel 
with some stochastic operators, such as selection, crossover, and mutation, to 
explore the solution domain in search of an optimal solution (shown in Fig. 4.1). 
GAs are not simply random walk but they efficiently exploit historical information 
to speculate on new search points with expected performance improvement. 
The population comprises a group of trial solutions from which candidates 
can be selected for the problem. Initially, a population is generated randomly or 
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with some priori solutions. The fitness values of population are then assigned by 
calculating the objective function. Based on the fitness values, a particular group 
of trials (parents) is selected to generate the new set of trial solutions (offspring) 
by the defined genetic operations. First of all, the crossover process is carried out. 
It is a recombination operator that combines subparts of two parent chromosomes 
to produce offspring that contain some parts of both parents' genetic material. 
Then, a crossover point is randomly selected with uniform distribution and the 
portions of two chromosomes beyond this point are exchanged. After that, the 
mutation process which introduces variations into the offspring is applied. The 
operation occurs occasionally (usually with small probability Pm) but randomly 
alters the value of a string position. Lastly, the fitness values of offspring are 
also evaluated and mixed with original population to form a overall population. 
The best set of chromosomes is then chosen from the overall population for next 
iteration. Such a cycle is repeated until a desired termination criterion is reached. 
Finally, the best solution in the final population can be obtained which is a highly 
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evolved solution to the problem. 
With the discussion in Section 4.2, the GA may be applied to the optimization 
problem of designing optimum set of signals as follows [35] [36]: 
i. Randomly initialize a starting population X(0)= (xi, X2,. . . , Xp); where 
Xp = [/r,0 • • . fin • . • rK,N爲..• Kn • • • (4-9) 
contains the frequency and phase sets for p-th trial. /� ’„ , (/>�’„ are the 
frequency and phase of n-th chip in the k-th pulse and /c = 1，2’. •., i^ ，n = 
0,1 , . . • ’ iV - = 1 , . . . , P , where K is number of signals in a waveform 
set, N is number of pulses in each signal, P is total number of trial solutions 
to be evaluated by GA, and the superscript T denotes vector transpose. 
ii. Evaluate the objective function in (4.6) and a fitness value which equals 
0(S(Xi)) is assigned to each individual in the current population X � . T h e 
smaller the fitness value, the better is the solution. 
iii. Create a group of new individuals as follow via fitness-weighted 
selection from the population X � by recombine them, and mutate them 
to produce the new population. 
iv. Compute the value of 0(S(xj)) for each new individual in X„(t). Gener-
ation replacement is then achieved by selecting the best P Xj as the next 
generation X(t + 1) from both X(t) and X„(t). 
V. Here, the average fitness value of population is considered as a termination 
criterion. That is, when the average value becomes steady, the optimization 
will stop and return the best Xj as the optimal PSK-FSK pulse-diverse 
compression modulation parameter set. Otherwise, go to step (iii) for next 
iteration, i.e. t = t-\-\. 
Since the genetic algorithm is a iterative method, (4.6) and (4.8) are required 
to have some modifications such that they are dynamically changing for suiting 
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different trials in different iterations. Thus, they become 
1 ./ ‘2 
0 ( s产， = ; ^ 5 > ^ ( n， " _ ^ ) [ |C r ) ( T V , / / ; ) | - m ] ATAU (4.10) 
2=1 j — 1 




where (r, /Y) • i^OO such that wjT) (T, is not defined at the point R = 0 and 
ij = 0. The superscript is referred to m-th iteration. 
(4.11) aims to classify the undesirable region UU) that contains sidelobes 
having larger level than threshold M (see Fig. 4.2) which is then assigned with 
the cost (or penalty). This undesirable region (r^, i^ u) is called critical region. 
4 ； r 1——.—T T T 1 ….1 -….，.—-….r 
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\ \ i \ 1 \ / 
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Figure 4.2: The Definition of Critical Region 
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4.4 Numerical Results 
Based on the procedures of optimization in Section 4.3, some design examples are 
tried to search for the optimum waveforms. And three types of coded waveforms 
are examined, which include the PSK-only code, FSK-only code and joint PSK-
FSK code. In our design, without the loss of generality, each pulse train s � 
consists of four pulses {si(力)，...,Si(t)} with unit energy and duration [-2.5, 2.5 . 
Then each pulse has four coded chips (i.e. N = K = i) and total energy ET of 
the waveform set is 4. That is: 
Sk{t) = Y^ Ck,n (t — nT,) exp { j 2 与 t\exp {jcf)k,n} for A; = 1, 2，3’ 4 (4.12) 
n=Q L " J 
where the chip duration Tc = 5/4 — 1.25 and 
‘ ^ if 0 < t < T c for /c = 1,2,3,4 
c U t ) = { ' (4.13) 
I 0 otherwise n = 0,1,2,3 
The frequency hop set is: ^ {0,1, 2,3,4, 5, 6, 7,8} and the phase hop set is 
chosen from 128 quantized phases within 0 to 27r i.e. (/>&’„ G {O, . . . , 
Moreover, the maximum allowable sidelobe level to mainlobe ratio 7 is set to 
0.01, such that the maximum allowable sidelobe is 0.01 x |C(0,0)|. The total 
number of trial solutions P in the population is 40. So, for each iterations in GA, 
the trial solutions are randomly chosen for crossover with a probability which is 
inversely proportional to their fitness values. Then, 40 offsprings are generated by 
mutating the crossover results with a probability 0.1. These offsprings form a new 
population and mix with the old population to be overall population. The best 
40 solutions are selected from the overall population depending on their fitness 
values for next iteration. Both the pulse-diverse and pulse-identical cases are 
considered for each types of coded waveforms. For the pulse-diverse case, each 
pulses are designed that subject to have good composite ambiguity function. On 
the contrary, for the pulse-identical case, only one of the pulse is designed to 
minimize the sidelobe and the pulse train is the repetition of that designed pulse. 
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4.4.1 Comparison of Optimized PSK, FSK and PSK-FSK 
Signals 
With the above settings and applying the genetic algorithm, the PSK/FSK codes 
of different optimized pulse-diverse or pulse-identical signals are tabulated in Ap-
pendix E. And a summarized result of some optimized or well-known composite 
ambiguity functions is listed in Table 4.1, as well as, the diagrams of their compos-
ite ambiguity function are shown in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4. In the table, the first four 
rows are phase-only coded signals and the next four rows are the frequency-only 
coded signals. The last two are the joint PSK-FSK coded signals. 
Thus, it is clear that the pulse-diverse signals are always better than the 
pulse-identical counterparts, which have lower maximum sidelobe level. Then, 
the mainlobe of pulse-diverse signals are narrower than those of identical ones, 
except the case of PSK-only modulated signals. And, it is interesting that the 
PSK-only coded signals tends to concentrate the ambiguity volume instead of 
allocating it evenly in many simulations. Although PSK-only coded signals can 
have low sidelobes, the mainlobe is much wider than FSK-only or joint PSK-FSK 
modulated signals. Then, when we compare the FSK-only and joint PSK-FSK 
modulated signals, it is found that both have similar characteristics, such as 
narrow mainlobe, low maximum and average sidelobe level and small deviation 
of sidelobe level. But the summed bandwidth of PSK-FSK modulated signals 
is much larger than the FSK-only one. As mention before, this large summed 
bandwidth implies that lower CRLB can be obtained such that higher accuracy 
is achieved. So PSK-FSK modulated signals may be optimum for accurate TD 
and DS estimation. 
On the other hand, for signals in the table, it is found that the summed mean 
square duration Yll^i Cs^ and the mainlobe width along the Doppler axis are all 
equal. It is because, in this experiment, all pulses are constrained to have duration 
from -2.5 to 2.5 and all chip functions are set to be a rectangular function. When 
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putting this same settings to the (3.15) and (4.2), they will yield the same results. 
Lastly, the table shows that all optimized signals can meet our objective such that 
the designed signals can have narrow mainlobe and lower sidelobes level than the 
well-known signals. 
k i 
rV J l j i ^ 
11, 舉 i l — 
、 、 > . . . . . ‘ . . . . . z Z 、 、 、 。 、 — < , . . . Z - Z . . . 、 
(a) Hadamard Code (b) Barker Code 
3.5.. 3.5.. i 
“:• : : . . . . . . ！: JL 
mL 
� • • � \ \ z z . “ . . . . . . . . . . . 。 、 . 《 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 一 . 
(c) CGCS (d) Linear Step FM 
Figure 4.3: The CAF of Various Weil-Known Signals 
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Max. Ave. Standard Mainlobe Mainlobe 
Signal 4 4 Sidelobe Sidelobe Dev. of width width 
E Bs, E Cs, 
Type fc=i fc=i Level Level Sidelobe (along (along 
Level T-axis) i/-axis) 
Hadamard Pulse 
7097.82 8.33 1.2741 0.2411 0.2317 2.55 0.40 
Code Diverse 
Barker Pulse 
8872.28 8.33 1.9561 0.2535 0.2809 2.00 0.40 
Code Identical 
Optimum Pulse 
7009.35 8.33 1.2582 0.2316 0.2277 3.90 0.40 
PSK-only Diverse 
Optimum Pulse 
5334.03 8.33 2.0109 0.2278 0.2765 5.15 0.40 
PSK-only Identical 
Pulse 
CGCS 3846.03 8.33 1.2689 0.1660 0.1041 0.30 0.40 
Diverse Linear PiiLsc 
1926.00 8.33 3.5197 0.2390 0.3835 0.65 0.40 
Step FM Identical 
Optimum Pulse 
4452.64 8.33 0.9797 0.1514 0.0945 0.20 0.40 
FSK-only Diverse 
Optimum Pulse 
3138.49 8.33 2.7267 0.2878 0.3004 0.65 0.40 
FSK-only Identical 
Optimum Pulse 
11458.71 8.33 1.1227 0.1466 0.0934 0.20 0.40 
PSK-FSK Diverse 
Optimum Pulse 
7140.66 8.33 2.7112 0.2884 0.2966 0.65 0.40 
PSK-FSK Identical | _ _ _ _ _ J 
Table 4.1: The Characteristics of Various Multi-pulse Signals — - include (Pulse-
diverse/Pulse-identical & Designed/Wdl-Known) Waveforms 
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4.4.2 Simulation on Large Number of Pulses for Pulse-
diverse Waveform Set 
In this simulation, we consider the waveform set consisting of larger number of 
pulses. There are two case to be simulated. For the first case, the number of chips 
equals number of pulses (i.e. N = K). And, for the second case, the number 
of chips is kept constant, we set N = 6 here, while the number of pulses ranges 
from 6 to 40. Moreover, the number of frequency hop set is equal to N, such that 
larger the number of chips, larger the frequency hop set. The CAF of two cases 
are plotted in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6. Then, Table 4.2 and 4.3 records the summarized 
results. 
In the table, the portion of critical region is a percentage of critical region 
against the whole delay-Doppler plane. For N = K, the portion of critical region 
is significantly decreasing, while the rate of decreasing in the case N < K is 
slower. It is because the waveform set might no longer be orthogonal when the 
number of pulses is larger than the number of chips, and the volume of ambiguity 
cannot attain the lower bound. Thus, larger portion of critical region is resulted. 
However, the normalized maximum sidelobe, which is defined as the maxi-
mum sidelobe level divided by number of pulses, decreases in both cases when 
K increases. This is also true for normalized average sidelobe level in the table. 
Therefore, even through the ambiguity volume cannot attain its minimum for 
the case of N < K, the sidelobe can still be reduced by increasing the number of 
pulses, as well as smaller bandwidth is required. 
On the other hand, it is found that when the number of pulses is larger than 
20, the maximum sidelobe level cannot be reduced any more. This suggests that, 
in this case, 20 pulses may be a suitable choice for pulse-diverse waveform set. 
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N = K 
Number of Normalized Normalized Portion Maiblobe Mainlobe 
Pulses K Max. Sidelobe Ave. Sidelobe of Critical width width 
Level Level Region (along r-axis) (along i/-axis) 
6 0.3676 0.0305 82.13 0.28 0.4 
8 0.2722 0.0241 74.77 0.13 0.4 
10 0.2346 0.0206 63.86 0.10 0.4 
20 0.2122 0.0150 11.47 0.05 0.4 
30 0.2122 0.0196 1.74 0.02 0.4 
40 0.2122 0.0183 1.02 0.02 0.4 
Table 4.2: The Results of Multipulse Signals with Different Number of Pulses 
and Chips — N = K 
N - 6 < K 
Number of Normalized Normalized Portion Mainlobe Mainlobe 
Pulses K Max. Sidelobe Ave. Sidelobe of Critical width width 
Level Level Region (along r-axis) (along i/-axis) 
6 0.3676 0.0305 82.13 0.20 0.4 
8 0.2800 0.0280 76.81 0.20 0.4 
10 0.2917 0.0259 74.19 0.23 0.4 
20 0.2122 0.0205 60.66 0.23 0.4 
30 0.2122 0.0186 51.68 0.23 0.4 
40 0.2242 0.0174 43.00 0.23 0.4 
Table 4.3: The Results of Multipulse Signals with Different Number of Pulses 
but Same Number of Chips {N = 6)— N <K 
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4.4.3 Simulation Results of CAF algorithm for Time De-
lay and Doppler Shift Estimation 
Based on the simulated results of optimized pulse-diverse signals, the performance 
for time delay and Doppler shift estimation is examined. Fig. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 
show that the estimation variance approaches the CRLB at high SNR. And these 
three diagrams indicate the pulse-diverse signals can have lower variance than 
the pulse-identical signals at the same SNR. Moreover, the performance of the 
optimized signals can be approximately equal to or better than the well-known 
signals. Additionally, the performance about global accuracy is also simulated, 
and the results are plotted in Fig. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. For the FSK-only and joint 
PSK-FSK signals, the pulse-diverse types can always be better than the identical 
ones. It is because, if the ambiguities of the CAF is more evenly distributed, the 
better global accuracy will be resulted. From the figures, the optimized FSK-only 
or optimized joint PSK-FSK signals are the best among the examined signals. On 
the other hand, since the PSK-only signals tend to concentrate the ambiguities, 
which will cause wide mainlobe. Therefore, the PSK-only signals usually provide 
unsatisfactory global accuracy. 
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Figure 4.8: The Estimation Variance of FSK-only Signals 
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4.4.4 Various Distribution of Ambiguity Volume on the 
Delay-Doppler Plane 
For some cases, if a priori information of relative criticality is available, the cost 
function to various delay-Doppler section can be designed. Here, the pulse-diverse 
modulation approach allows different levels of criticality to be assigned to various 
delay-Doppler regions so as to shape the resulting ambiguity function accordingly 
37]. For example, the presence of strong clutter or jamming in a certain delay-
Doppler region means that the waveform ambiguity function needs to have very 
low magnitude in that Doppler-delay sector. 
An adaptive pulse-diverse compression scheme has been suggested by Wong 
21], wherein as echo returns from earlier pulses of the pulse train bring back 
target/jamming/Doppler information of the actual environment, that information 
is used to assign the relative criticality of various delay-Doppler subregions on the 
delay-Doppler plane. The relative criticality is reflected in the value of the weight 
T) for that delay-Doppler subregion in a cost function over the entire delay-
Doppler plane. So, the objective function becomes 
/ 'OO / 'OO 
0{S,w) = / / r)||C(/y, r) - C(0,0)6(iy, T)\\^dTdiy (4.14) 
J —oo J —oo 
Moreover, the minimization of (4.14) may be approximated by 
So = arg minO(S, w) s 
I J (4.15) 
~ argmin V [ —T))||C(",:，Tj) - C(0, 0)(5("” 
i = l .7 = 1 
where I and J are to be chosen to produce sufficiently fine resolutions in range 
and Doppler for the application at hand. In this section, the weight function is 
defined as: 
, � 1, if {r, i y } e R 
W{T, LY) = ^ ^ (4.16) 
I 0, otherwise 
where N = K = A’„ G {-100 , -99,...，100}，(/>&’„ G {0 ,27r /512 ,10227r /512} . 
R defines the delay-Doppler subregions and two examples are shown below. 
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泰 感 
(a) Example #1: Rectangular Disc (b) Example #2: Circular Disc 
Figure 4.13: Various Region Where Ambiguity Volume is to be Minimized 
Example # 1 — Rectangular Disc Region: 
Here, R = {{ri.Uj) : 1 < |r,| < 2 or 1 < < 2} (Figure 4.13a). Figures 
4.14 plots the CAF corresponding to the pulse-diverse FSK-PSK sequence iden-
tified by the genetic algorithm. Figures 4.15 plots the CAF corresponding to the 
pulse-identical FSK-PSK sequence identified by the genetic algorithm. Tables 
E . l l and E.12 (in Appendix E) respectively list the pulse-diverse and the pulse-
identical FSK-PSK sequences used in Figures 4.14 to 4.15. The total ambiguity 
volume in R is 0.318 and 1.705 respectively for Tables E . l l and E.12, mean-
ing that pulse-diverse modulation reduces the ambiguity volume in the undesired 
Doppler-delay region R by 81%. 
Example # 2 — Circular Disc Region: 
Here, R = : < Ir^p + < 2^} (Figure 4.13b). Figures 4.16 
plots the CAF corresponding to the pulse-diverse FSK-PSK sequence identified 
by the genetic algorithm. Figures 4.17 plots the CAF corresponding to the pulse-
identical FSK-PSK sequence identified by the genetic algorithm. Tables E.13 and 
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E.14 respectively lists the FSK-PSK sequences used in Figures 4.16 to 4.17. The 
total ambiguity volume in R is 0.152 and 1.206 respectively for Tables E.13 and 
E.14, meaning that pulse-diverse modulation reduces the ambiguity volume in 
the undesired Doppler-delay region R by 87%. 
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Figure 4.14: CAF of Pulse-Diverse FSK-PSK Waveform of Table E . l l 
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Figure 4.15: CAF of Pulse-Identical FSK-PSK Waveform in Table E.12 
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Figure 4.16: CAF of Pulse-Diverse FSK-PSK Waveform of Table E.13 
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Figure 4.17: CAF of Pulse-Identical FSK-PSK Waveform in Table E.14 
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4.5 Summary 
The optimum pulse-diverse waveforms, which are joint PSK-FSK modulated, are 
designed with given criteria. Due to the nonlinearity of optimization problem, 
the genetic algorithm is applied. Simulations on the performance of obtained 
waveforms are carried out which includes CRLB and global accuracy. The de-
signed pulse-diverse waveforms are shown to be superior to other well-known 
signals. Moreover, even if the number of chip is kept constant, better result can 
be achieved when number of pulses increases. Thus, bandwidth can be saved as 
well as high accuracy is acquired with a tradeoff of larger ambiguity volume. 
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Wideband CAF (WCAF) and Its 
Analysis 
As mentioned in Chapter 1，the narrowband model is valid when ^ < 
But in some application, if the signal propagates at sound speed or the time 
bandwidth product of source signal is large, the narrowband condition is no longer 
be satisfied. Thus, under this situation, the wideband model should be used. As 
analyzed in the previous chapters, the pulse-diverse technique is shown to improve 
the estimation accuracy. So, it is an advantages if the same technique may apply 
to wideband model. Similar to the narrowband case, the corresponding measure 
called wideband composite ambiguity function (WCAF) is introduced in Section 
5.1. Moreover, the wavelet theory have been developed maturely as a powerful 
tools for dealing with wideband signal processing, which is available to apply 
in WCAF algorithm. Then, Section 5.2 gives the background theory about the 
wavelet packets which are used for the design of wideband optimum set of signals 
is given in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, the Cramer-Rao lower bound and global 
accuracy of the WCAF are stated and the numerical results from simulations are 
given for verification. 
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5.1 W C A F Algorithm for Time Delay and Doppler 
Stretch Estimation 
Assuming that the target's velocity or the transmitted signal's parameters causes 
the narrowband condition to be invalid (1.5), then wideband processing is required 
2] [8], and the reflected signal becomes a time scaled and delayed replica of 
the transmitted signal s(t). That is, 
养 (5.1) 
In analogy to the narrowband case, a measure called wideband ambiguity 
function is used. It is expressed as 
(T，o) 二* [ s(t)s* ( ¥ ) dt (5.2) 
Now, we try to extend the algorithm of composite ambiguity function to the 
wideband ambiguity function which is defined as wideband composite ambiguity 
function (WCAF). In active radar, the wavelet or wideband processing is identical, 
such that the mother wavelet of wavelet transform is the transmitted signal of 
wideband processing. Therefore, the correlation processing can be replaced by the 
wavelet transform and the resultant outputs is the wideband composite ambiguity 
function. 
Similar to the narrowband case, the WCAF is the combination of several 
different wideband ambiguity functions, which aims to enhance the resolution 
of wideband ambiguity function for parameters estimation. Given a set of sig-
nals {si{t), S2(力)，...，S/((力)}，which contains K number of waveform. Hence, the 
WCAF of this set of signals is defined as 
K 
(T，a) = ； ^ M/s J T ， … （ 5 . 3 ) 
k=l 
where W^^  (r，,乂）denotes the customary wideband ambiguity function of Sk(t), for 
/c — 1 ,2 , . . . 5 K, 
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Then, define the volume as the magnitude square of wideband ambiguity 
function of Sk{t): 
tt, ‘ \adTda , 、 
I � ( 厂 a)|2 了 （5.4) 
_ -oo “ 
It is proven in Appendix F.l that this volume should equal to the signal energy 
Esi^  times a constant called admissible constant Cg^  [38] [39] [40] where 
广 Sk M 2 
C., - / V > duj (5.5) 
J-OO 
i.e. 
n o o 7 7 
(5.6) 
— -oo “ 
By (5.4), the volume V；二b under WCAF should satisfy, (see Appendix F.2 for the 
proof) 
K 广 oo ,• oo 1 7 K 
E c � “ K : b = / / (5.7) 
k=l 厂⑷ (I 
It is shown that the volume of WCAF can also be reduced by K times which is 
the same as the case of CAF. Thus, it is natural to consider the possibility of 
designing wideband pulse-diverse waveforms for accurate time delay and Doppler 
stretch estimation. But, before the designing process, we review the theory of 
wavelet packet first. 
5.2 Theory of Wavelet Packets 
Wavelet packets [40] [41] are the most generalized extension of wavelets and mul-
tiresolution analysis. They are linear combinations of wavelet functions and rep-
resent a powerful generalization of standard orthonormal wavelet bases. 
The idea of multiresolution analysis (MRA) is similar to subband decomposi-
tion and coding, where a signal is divided into components of different scales of 
2-'’ I is an integer, and each scale is a subspace Vn. Thus a MRA consists of a 
collection of subspaces which satisfy 
• • • C T/21 C Vn C Vbi C K-11 C • • • (5.8) 
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Each subspaces Vn has an orthonormal basis {(l)ii{t — where Z repre-
sents the set of integers generated by translations of a single function. Moreover, 
the basis functions for different subspaces can be obtained from each other by 
dyadic dilation, i.e. 
= 2-^/^001 (2-^0 (5.9) 
and Ti = 2'To，where To is a unit of time. Since Vn C 1,,_1’1，we can write (f)ii(t) 
as a linear combination of the orthonormal basis functions of i.e. 
•n i t ) % ] ( / ) , — nTi_i) . (5.10) 
n 
where h[n] =�(/)/_i’i(t - n7]_i), ( / ) / i � � a n d � . , • deno te s the £2 inner product. 
Indeed, in order for the set of functions {(/)ii(t - riTi}}^^^ to form an orthonor-
mal basis for the space V/i, }i[n] must satisfy the orthonormality constraint, i.e. 
h[n]h[n — 2m] = 6[m 
On the other hand, there is the orthogonal complement of Vn in VJ—i，i，which 
is denoted by V12. This subspace consists of the another function 
M t ) = - nTi_i) (5.11) 
n 
as the orthonormal basis, where g[n] satisfies Xln 咖]M^ — 2m] = 0. 
The resulting basis function and (f)i2{t) are called the scaling function 
and wavelet function at scale /, respectively. By the similar procedure to (5.10) 
and (5.11), the recursive decomposition of the space Vim > 0 and 1 < m < 
by partitioning the corresponding orthonormal bases {(l)ii{t - nTi)}^^^ in the 
tree-structured manner: 
办 + l ’ 2 m — l � = ' ^ h [ n ] ( t ) i m ( t - 7lTi) (5.12) 
n 
(/>/+!,2m(t) = ^gln](/)lm(t " uTi) (5.13) 
n 
where, the first subscript denotes the "level" in the tree structure induced by the 
recursive decomposition of VQI, and the second subscript denotes the position of a 
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node in a given level. The function (j)im(t) at the terminals of a given tree structure 
(e.g. Fig. 5.1) provide a set of functions, called wavelet packets. Since V +^i’2m is 
the orthogonal complement of l^ +i’2m—i in Vim, we can write the function (f)im(t) 
as a linear combination of translated versions of (l)i+i,2m-i(t) and (j)i+i,2m(t)- Using 
(5.12) and (5.13)，the coefficients of the linear combination can be shown to be 
reversed versions of the decomposition sequences h[n] and g[n] with appropriate 
iipsampling. Continuing this process, we can reconstruct (f)oi(t) from the terminal 
functions of an arbitrary tree-structured decomposition 
(j)oi{t - nTo) = Y^ Yj-{n-2}k](km{t-kJ]) (5.14) 
leC,m€Ti k 
where 
已 set of levels containing the terminals of a given tree; 
丁I set of indices of the terminals at the l-th. level; 
fim[n] equivalent filter built from the combinations of h[n 
and g[n] and dilation, which lead from the root to 
the (/, m)th terminal; 
i.e. 
= — ^^o) (5.15) 
k 
In the following section, the wavelet packets are used for the design of opti-
mum waveforms for WCAF algorithm. But, (5.7) states that the volume of the 
wideband CAF depends on the cross admissible constants Cs^sr This constant is 
finite when the signals Sk{t) and s / � are highpass signals. Hence, this implies 
the wavelet package (/>“(”’ which is corresponding to the lowpass signals (since 
Csk = oo), cannot be used for the wideband CAF. 
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4>01 
h[n] / \ g[n] 
办 11 • / <1> 12 
h[n] / \ g[n] h [ n ] / \ g[n] 
# 奢 參 • 
9 21 9 22 9 23 9 24 
Figure 5.1: The Typical Wavelet Packet Tree Structure 
5.3 Design of Wideband Opt imum Waveforms 
for W C A F Algorithm 
For the design of wideband optimum set of signals, several functions can be used 
as basis functions and the resulting signals are the linear combinations of these 
basis functions. In this case, the wavelet packets are chosen, and assume there 
are K signals in the signal set, such that, 
N 
S k { t ) = ' ^ Q k n U k n i t ) for /c = 1 ， ( 5 . 1 6 ) 
n=l 
where qkn is the coefficient in the linear equation; 
Ukn{t) G { ( h m { t � ' . l e C and m G 71} as the basis functions. 
From (5.7), we know that the volume can be minimized when the signals in 
the set are orthogonal with each others. However, the minimization of ambigu-
ity volume does not necessarily imply the appropriate distribution of ambiguity. 
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Thus, the optimization process should be carried out for choosing suitable set of 
signals for wideband pulse-diverse algorithm. Similar to (4.6) and (4.8)，we have 
the modified equations, 
I J 2 
0(S，w;) = [[？ i ; (7*”a j ) | j r^ (n ,a^ ;n — M | ArAa (5.17) 
i二 1 j = l 
and 
• 
‘ � 1 if > M 
w{T,a) = 一 (5.18) 
0 otherwise 
\ 
where (r, a)本 KQI such that W(T, a) is not included at the point T" = 0 and a = 1. 
Then, M is a threshold, which aims to limit each sidelobes level, is equal to 
7 如(0，1)1，where 7 G [0,1] is the ratio of maximum allowable sidelobe level to 
the mainlobe. So its value must lies within 0 and |C"""(0’ 1) . 
Consider the chosen wavelet packets are the terminals of the fifth level of 
tree structure, i.e. JC = 5 and the mother wavelet is Daubechies wavelet with 
filter length 4. As mentioned before, the first lowpass wavelet packet is dropped, 
so 71 G {2 ,3 , . . . ,32}. For simplicity, the wavelet packet are labeled as (/>2(力)， 
...，(/)32 � and the indices akn G {2 ,3 , . . . ,32} maps Ukn(t) to which wavelet 
packets � ’ • • •，</>32C0} belong. For the design, the signal set consists of 5 
pulses and each of them is the linear combinations of 6 wavelet packets. Thus, 
the genetic algorithm is also applied to the optimization process as the following 
procedure, 
A starting population X(0)= (xi,x2,. •. ,X4o) with 40 trial solutions; where 
Xp = [ ( 1 . . . ql,n . . . 5^,6 < 1 . . • • . . (5.19) 
contains the equation coefficient and reference index for p-th trial. ql ^ a n d �几 
are the coefficient and reference index of n-th chip in the k-th pulse respectively 
where /c = 1 , 2 , . . . , 5, n = 1, 2 , . . . , = 1 , . . . , 40, and the superscript T denotes 
vector transpose. 
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Then the trial solutions are evaluated by the following objective function which 
aims to minimize the sidelobes level as well as sharpen the mainlobe of wideband 
CAF: 
0，(SirWr)) - M]\rAa (5.20) 
with the constraint = 1，and 
切产 ( T , a )叫 … — (5.21) 
0 otherwise 
where (r, a) • HQI which is the point (0,1) such that W，)(T, a) is not defined at the 
point T = 0, a = 1. The obtained values represent the corresponding fitness values 
of trial solution. The total number of trial solutions P in the population is 30. 
So, for each iterations in GA, the trial solutions are randomly chosen for crossover 
with a probability which is inversely proportional to their fitness value. Then, 
30 offsprings are generated by mutating the crossover results with a probability 
0.1 while the constraint = 1 is kept. These offsprings form a new 
population and mix with the old population to be overall population. The best 
30 solutions are selected from the overall population depending on their fitness 
values for next iteration. After several hundreds cycles of stochastic operations, 
the optimal results is obtained in Table 5.1. 
5.4 Performance Evaluation 
In this Section, the performance of the optimized pulse-diverse wideband signals 
in Table 5.1 
is evaluated. Firstly, the Cramer-Rao lower bound and global accu-
mcy of the WCAF algorithm are given, and the numerical results are shown to 
verify the derivation. 
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6 
k Uk njt)，Qk n 
Ml’n(t) <pn{t) (/>29 �(f>25{t) </>10(t) <^ 14(0 
1 (71,n 0.6107 0.6274 0.4036 0.1549 0.0379 0.2123 
U2,n{i) </>30 ⑴ <f>26{t) (fe � <hl(f) 4>12 � ( ^ > 3 2 � 
” (n’n 0.7571 0.5206 0.2346 0.2755 0.0935 0.1274 
016 �(t>n{t) Mt) 07 � Mi) <ho(f) 
” <73,n 0.9781 0.1560 0.0361 0.0570 0.0631 0.1019 
U4,n{i) 0 2 4 ( 0 <f>27it) (/>6 ⑴ </>23 ⑷ <^18 ⑷ <^22 ⑷ 
“ 94,n 0.6700 0.7214 0.0956 0.1037 0.0897 0.0530 
U5’n � 013 � 028 � Mt) Mt) M t ) 015 � 
(/5,u 0.9102 0.3988 0.0190 0.0913 0.0314 0.0527 
Table 5.1: The Simulated Results of Optimized Set of Signals by Genetic 
Algorithm 
5.4.1 The Cramer-Rao Lower Bound of WCAF Algorithm 
There are some journals [29] [31] which had investigated the Crarner-R,ao lower 
bound of wideband correlation processing. Now, the two parameters to be esti-
mated are time delay t � a n d the Doppler stretch do, which forms the parameter 
vector 0 such that, 
0 = [To a/ (5.22) 
where T denotes the transpose of a vector. 
The received signals are modeled as (5.1) and corrupted by noise (i.e. fk{t)= 
sl(t) + nk{t) for k — 1 , . . . , K). We assume that the noise is additive white 
Gaussian with power spectral density Af�. The conditional probability density 
function (pdf) of fk (t) [28] is: 
= Mkexp ( 完 I t f k � - s ( ^ � ) d t ^ (5.23) 
where M i , M 2 , . . . , MK are constants, i.e., the log likelihood function is: 
lnp(frj2,...,fK;Q) - ^ E / 副 - s ( t ^ ^ � d t + V ^ n M , (5.24) 
乂。tiJT� V ； t t 
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Thus, we follow the similar way as in Section 3.2 and Appendix B. After the 
tedious derivation, we have 
雷 ⑷ = ^ ^ f x (5.25) 
and 爾(do) = f x (5.26) 
� R L B 
where 么 呂 腦 = E ^ s , E - ( I： ^ s , ) , with 
k=l k=l \k=l J 
Xsk = 響 I � } (5.27) 
= A (5.28) 
、 > 
Zsk = R e j l ^ l ^ l ^ ^ l (5.29) 
Thus the CRLB depends on the time derivative of Sk(t) in wideband case. 
5.4.2 The Global Accuracy of WCAF Algorithm 
The global accuracy [32] is also re-calculated for the WCAF algorithm with the 
same procedures in Section 3.4. Based on (D.13), we get 
1) iVm) = ^ e - ( • � 2 + 丨 / ^ V ^ A y饥 > 0 (5.30) 
^^Im \ CTlm / 
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where 
2 ^ J^kEk 
k=i 乙 
( K \ 2 / K \ 2 (5.31) 
J \ k = l / 
: ^ J s [Tm, Q-m) 
=Magni tude square of WCAF of f{t) and s(t) at r^,"爪 
With the modification of the term si^, we can derive the probability of correctness 
for WCAF algorithm is, 
noo 
P c = P r (jj2 < < yi,…，yM < m \ y i � p h h ) d y i (5.32) 
J-oo 
where Pr {1)2 < 2/1,2/3 < yi,…,IJM < VIVJI) denotes the joint probability that 
2/2, ?/3，• • •，2/m are all less than any given yi. This joint probability is averaged 
over all yi. That is, 
Pc = 厂 1 f 如、 
c Jo 2crii2 V � 2 J 
-厂 了。（鸟)办2 
L/o M 2 V J (5.33) 
r ^ e - 舰 2 ) 〜 2 , 。 一 办 1 
Jo �CriM V CTlM / . 
After evaluating the integral and using (5.25) k (5.26), the probability of decision 
error as well as the mean square error (global accuracy) can be obtained, 
Pr(e) = 1 - P c (5.34) 
外 = (5.35) 
斗 。 = 如 + 鑑 ( 5 . 3 6 ) 
where T* and are the dimensions of considered ambiguity plane. 
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5.4.3 Numerical Results 
Based on the simulated optimum design of wideband signals in Table 5.1，the 
performance for time delay and time stretch estimation is examined. The energy 
of each pulses is listed in Table 5.2 and they are non-orthogonal to each others. 
Besides, a pulse-identical signal which is a mother wavelet of Daubechies wavelet 
is also used as a comparison. This pulse-identical signal consists of 5 pulses and 
each pulses has the same time duration and unit energy ( J E s � = 1). Then, the 
simulation models the received radar echoes that are corrupted by additive white 
Gaussian noise and are processed by the match filter bank. So, the estimate of 
time delay and time stretch is produced by locating the maximum filter output. 
A hundred of this process are performed for each data points at various signal-to-
noise ratios. Fig. 5.2 shows that the estimation variance approaches the CRLB 
at high SNR. And it shows that the performance of pulse-diverse signals is nearer 
its corresponding CRLB than the pulse-identical signal. 
On the other hand, the wideband composite ambiguity functions of the two 
sets of signals are shown in Fig. 5.3. It is observed that the pulse-diverse case 
can have better distribution of ambiguity than the pulse-identical case, although 
the pulse-diverse pulses are non-orthogonal set. This implies there is a great 
difference for the global accuracy between the two case. By evaluating (5.35) 
and (5.36), the global accuracy of time delay and time stretch is plotted in Fig. 
5.4. which verifies that the unfavorable distribution will cause the worst decision 
error of estimation. This proves that, in wideband model, the global accuracy of 
pulse-diverse signal is also much better than the pulse-identical case. 
Sljt) S2{t) Ss{t) S^jt) S5(t) 
Energy (五朴)0.7973 0.6581 0.9866 0.6413 0.9446 
Table 5.2: The Energy of Each Pulses in Table 5.1 
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Figure 5.2: The Estimation Variance of WCAF Algorithm 
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Figure 5.4: The Wideband CAF of Wideband Signals 
5.5 Summary 
When the narrowband condition is not valid, the wideband signal model is ap-
plied. Thus, the pulse-diverse technique is extended from narrowband to wide-
band case. It is proven that, using wideband pulse-diverse waveforms, the am-
biguity volume can also be reduced. So, the wavelet packets are used as basis 
functions for designing optimum waveforms for time delay and Doppler stretch 
estimation. The results show that the pulse-diverse waveforms is also better than 
pulse-identical waveforms in wideband model. That is, higher accuracy can be 
provided by pulse-diverse technique. 
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Conclusion and Suggestion for 
Future Research 
6.1 Conclusion 
The estimation accuracy of time delay and Doppler shift is an important subject 
for radar and sonar. Since radar or sonar is employed in many fields that require 
highly accurate measurements. For example, the radar for defensive purpose and 
the highway police use radar to measure the speed of automobile as a mean of 
detection of intruder. If there is a small error on these parameters estimation, 
this may lead to a great error in practice. 
High accuracy of time delay and Doppler shift estimation is the main objec-
tive of radar designers for many years. There are many algorithms have been 
proposed, and one of the famous algorithm is based on the cross correlation pro-
cessing. This algorithm uses the correlation between received signals from target 
and the transmitted signals, and choose the peak location on delay-Doppler plane 
as the estimate. Mostly, the ambiguity function is used as a measure of the sig-
nal's performance at particular task. However, by the properties of ambiguity 
function, it is found that there exits restriction for highly accurate estimation 
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when using a single waveform only. Hence, the pulse diverse technique and its 
corresponding measure which is called composite ambiguity function (CAF) are 
proposed. By correctly selecting a set of waveforms and then properly combin-
ing their individual matched-filter outputs, it is possible to bypass the limitation 
imposed by a single waveform. Thus, this research mainly investigating the per-
formance of CAF algorithm and designing specified signals for accurately estimate 
the time delay and Doppler shift. 
The Cramer-Rao lower bound is derived which is the benchmark for comparing 
with the theoretical estimation variance of CAF algorithm. It is found that the 
theoretical variance is close to the CRLB at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 
l)ut deviate at low SNR. Therefore, at moderate SNR, the mean square error 
of proposed estimator is calculated and indicates how good is the performance 
at that situation. From the derivations and simulation results, some criteria for 
accurate estimation arc obtained. For instance, the mean square bandwidth and 
mean square duration should bo large, as well as more pulses should be employed 
that can get above the threshold effect with lower SNR. Then, it is discovered 
that the lower inaxiinum sidelobe level to mainlobe level ratio can further enhance 
the perforinance. 
Based on the result of analysis, the design of pulse-diverse waveforms is car-
ried out with the above criteria. Due to the nonlinearity of optimization, the 
genetic algorithm is employed for searching optimal solution. The results is then 
used for comparison and show that pulse-diverse signals can have more accurate 
estimation. Moreover, when number of waveforms is large, the ambiguities can 
be suppressed around the delay-Doppler plane. Thus, better performance can be 
obtained as well as more freedom on the signals design is provided. 
Lastly, when several assumptions are not satisfied, a narrowband model is no 
longer be suitable for application. For example, the signal propagates at sound 
speed or the time bandwidth product is too large. Under this circumstance, the 
wideband model should be applied. In the analogous to the narrowband case, the 
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composite ambiguity function is extended to the wideband case, i.e. wideband 
composite ambiguity function (WCAF). It is discovered that there is a similar 
property of reduction of volume when using a set appropriately chosen signals. 
Thus, the wavelet packets are used as the basis function to design the set of 
wideband pulse-diverse signals. The optimal set of signals is then compared with 
the pulse-identical signals of Daubechies mother wavelet. The WCAF diagrams 
shows the reduced and properly distributed ambiguity can be attained by pulse-
diverse signals which implies the better global accuracy. At the high SNR, the 
pulse-diverse signals can be nearer the CRLB than the pulse-identical case. 
As a conclusion, pulse-diverse technique is very useful for accurate time delay 
and Doppler estimation. However, there still have research areas for the future 
work that are mentioned as follow. 
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6.2 Suggestion for Future Research 
1. s t u d y on Time Error for the CAF Algorithm 
Since the composite ambiguity function algorithm is applied under the as-
sumption of no time error of receiving the reflected pulses. If this is not valid, 
the effect of time error can be studied and the design of optimal signals against 
the time error might be available. 
2. CAF Algorithm Under Non-ideal Environment 
In this thesis, the additive white Gaussian noise channel and single-path sig-
nal are assumed. However, in the real situation, the noise might be color noise 
and non-Gaussian noises. Besides, the multipath signals might also exist. There-
fore, the performance of the CAF algorithm under this practical application is 
necessary to investigate in detail. 
3. Study on Accelerated Object for the CAF Algorithm 
In this thesis, the moving target is assumed to have constant velocity during 
the illuminated by a radar pulse. This may restrict the applicability of the ex-
perimental results when the assumption is not valid. While the long radar pulse 
is transmitted and acceleration is not zero, the pulse will smooth out the velocity 




Derivation of Ambiguity 
Function and Composite 
Ambiguity Function 
A . l Propert ies of Radar Ambiguity Function 
Property 2.1 A The Maximum Value of (r, 
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By Schwarz inequality 
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-oo J —OO 
poo noo 
Since / \s{t - T)f dt= dt = \A{0,Q)\ 
J —OO J —OO 
Thus \A(T,u)f = \A({\0)f = Es^ 
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Property 2 . IB The Volume Invariance for \A{T, 
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Property 2.1C Symmetry about the Origin \A (r, 
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A.2 Propert ies of Composite Ambiguity Func-
tion 
P r o p e r t y 2.2A Maximum Value of \C (r, 
K 2 
k-l 
K 2 K 2 
< < ；El九JO，0)1 (A.4) 
K 2 
k=l 
Property 2.2B Volume Under |C (r, 
Define the volume Kmb under their associated composite ambiguity function 
C (r, /y) 
r^  2 
roo poo -八， 
Kmb 二 / / E 入“7"’"）(IT du (A.5) 
J —OO J —OO 於二 1 
Given any two signals Sk{t) and s , � of finite energy and their associate am-
biguity functions As^ (r, ly) and (r, i/j, then 
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Then consider, 
r^  2 
roo poo - 八 -
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and, 
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k=l 1=1,l^k J - � 
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Equalities hold when the signal set is equal-energy and orthogonal. 
Thus, 
^ < Kmb < E t " (A.9) 
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Derivation of Fisher Information 
Matrix of CAF Algorithm 
The elements of Fisher information matrix Jn , J22, J12 and J21 are derived. 
Firstly, consider the partial differentiation of log-likelihood function with respect 
to To. Given 
lnp(/i，/2，...，//(;€)) 
K 1 r K 
一 Yl j r I + 
k=l ^ J To 左=1 
(B.l) 
OTO 
K _1 /‘ d 
= ^ ⑴ - s 办,©)) ( m — 力;©))] dt 
T —2 ’ \ (B.2) 
= E 瓦 Re {人 [ / ,⑴ - S k � t - 叫 
k~ 1 To 
Differentiating again, then 
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= E 若 Re 1 1 \ % f S r l f +你口 — + [A � - s 办-r�)e 一 - � ) ] 
. 一 一 卜 歸 — 如 . - 。 ^ ! ^ - ^ ! ^ ] 
(B.3) 
So 
/ ll = E � ( / l , / 2 ， . . . ， _ f c ; 0 ) ) 
I d^o J 
若 Re 仏 I ㈣ 
+ [E [fk{t)] - Sk{t - 7"o)e"^.27rM"。）] ^-j2nUo{t-ro) 
Since E [ / , � ] = S k ( t -
吾 R e ⑷ ㈣ 
Let ^ — t — To^ then, 
By the Parseval's theorem, 
^ 2 1 广 2 
'hi = ^ ^ ^ / j2TTVoSk{^)\ du) 
/c—1 ^^^ 
where Sk{oj) is the Fourier Transform of Sfc(^) 
= J _ … + 2 7 r " J 2 | 拟 … | 2 如 
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Jl^ 1 � -
= ( 2 7 r " o ) 2 / …)|2 + uj\Sk(uj)f duj+ a;'[^^(a;)!' duj 
A;=l 兀人：L ./-oo J-oo J-oo . 
A 2 / 1 r"。，、2 ,、「， 、9 / r duj\ 




CJ duj CJ^ \SkMf duo 
= - ; ,, ；； , and = J ; ‘ , ^ (B.5) 
J-oo H I — Lool'S^fcHr 
Then, 
i< 2E — 
Jn = E f ( ( 2 兀 + + ^s,) 
‘ (B.6) 
Let Bsk = oj'^ sk —访Sk which is the mean square bandwidth of Sk{t). 
i< 2E 
'hi = [(2 兀 + 口朴 + 召』 （B.7) 
For the practical radar, the phase knowledge is discarded by using the enve-
lope of Sk(t) for range delay estimation. And the term (27r"o + ^ s j ^ is ignored. 
Thus，Jn ^ E f : i 资 B 朴 
Secondly, we differentiate the log-likelihood function with respect to ]/„. 
^ IT�&[(九⑴—她 (八⑴—從 也 
k — 1 o 
= f [ . , 4 ) — S … _ 丁。) 一"。—To)] 
k = l 左 口 T� 
(B.8) 
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Differentiating again, then 
約 n p ( / i，/2 , . . . ’ f e e ) ) 
= (2nr(t - nr Mt -
+ � - S k { t - 7„)e^^.2-°“-T�)] [(2兀(力 _ t � ) ) 2 一 7 „ ) e — T � ) ] 
(B.9) 
Therefore, 
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k=l k KJTo 
+ [E [A � ] - S k i t - [(27r(t — sl(t — d t j 
K 2 r 
- ^ T F / (2 兀)2(力 _ r � ) 2 | s , ( 力 — 出 
k=l ^ J To 
(B.IO) 
Let f = t _ To, then, 
K 2 r 
- E ] ^ / ( 2 斤 扑 ⑷ 趁 (B. l l ) 
k -I To 
Also let, 
“ — / , 。 議 2 妖 ， ‘ _ 坎 (B-12) 
—2 
and Cs^ = f^sk —王sk which is the mean square duration of Sk{t). Thus, 
= (B.I3) 
/c—1 
Generally, we choose the time origin ‘ to be zero. Therefore, 
J �SrK 
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Lastly, consider 
， / 2，…， I K ] €)) 
dToduo 
K . 
= E 宗 R e I I t [ - j M t — - 丁。) 二當二 — (2兀尸““力—r.) |扑(力— 
+ [/A：⑴—SiJ^ t — To)e你"。(“T�)] j27r"�(t-T。） 
.-j2lT ( (力 - T � f 衆 二 + slit - T�)) - 270/�(力-To)sl{t - To) dt^ 
(B.14) 
And then, 
I dTodi^ o J 
=E 若 R e IJT -J2n{t —偏t - t/品(二) - (27r)2"o(力—r,) \s,(t -
/c — 1 o -
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. - j 2 7 r ((力 一 T��二《二：：^ + slit - T�)) - - T,)sl{t — To) dt^ 
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(B.15) 
Let ^ = t ~ To and 
D l m { / , � 刷 剩 
_ / d 扑 ( B . 1 6 ) 
So, 
I , A 2E,, (27T) r _ 
’h2 = J 2 I = Y 1 Tr [As, - (B.17) 
k=i k 
For choosing the time origin of Sk(t) such that t^ ^ = 0， 
- J2I 〜Lfc=l Mk UsfT 
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Derivation of Performance 
Analysis of CAF Algorithm 
C. l Derivation of TD and DS Est imate by Pro-
posed Estimator 
Let the coordinates of highest peak of |C/s(r, iy)f be (r^, while the actual TD 
and DS are t�and u„ respectively. Thus we have 
观 s么,")丨 = 2 R e { c , “ T ’ " ) | : C } “ T , " ) } = 0 (C.l) 
r = : r p V ) T—rp 
Assuming that each signals Sk{t)ioik = 1 ,2 , . . . , K has energy Es, so \Csrs(To, = 
[K • Esf. For high SNR, we may write the following approximation 
Cfs(jp,"p) ~ C l^skiTo J^^ o) = I< • E, (C.2) 
Therefore (C.l) becomes 
d lCfJ r , ly) 2 raC*. (r,/y)1 
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And similarly, 
^ (dCUr, 
i / = i / p 
Then let us consider to expand Ile{Csr“7"，")} in Taylor series [42] around (tq,“丄 
and ignoring terms higher than the second order, we have 
^ Re{Csrs{ro,Uo)} + ^ Re ^ j r - r . f 
+ 丁(j-To)[v-Vo) (C.6) 
Define 
1/11 = Re ， = Re { ^ / M r , . ) ] ’ 
and differentiating (C.G) with respect to T and /乂 with substitution of t" = Tp，" 二 
"p, we get 
Re I基C ,“T，")| T-T ~ (C.8) 
Re /y)| … ^ - r,) + V ^ " " - / � ) (C.9) 
Consider (3.28), (C.4) and (C.5), we know that 
R e { ^ ‘ ( T , " ) } | … 广 - I l e { A c „ “ T ， " ) } k (C.IO) 
and Re{|^CV“T，")}| … 广 - R e . ) } I ^^ ^ (C.l l) 
Thus, (C.8) and (C.9) becomes 
Vn(Tp — To) + Vu{iyp —,々）~ - Re /y)| (C.12) 
and VniTp — 丁。) + [ 2 ( / 今 - « - Re _ (C.13) 
u—i'p 
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The peak location algorithm is then applied to |C/“7"’z/)|2 and let the estimate 
TD and DS be 千。and Oo respectively, i.e., f^ = 丁P,i>o 二 //p. From (C.12) and 
(C.13), we can deduce the following estimates 
" ^ 。 … 士 卜 ( C . 1 4 ) 
- t/=£>o u—Po -
and, 
� ^ “ � + i 卜 Re 扎 = : V n Re { ( . , . ) } | ^^ J (C.15) 
where Atheo = V11V22 — V^l-
Then, we need to evaluate the terms 
and Re { _ 
with approximation and consider the Taylor expansion for -
about (TO, and substitute T = F^, = 1^0, we have 
—千、响-” = — T � e ] M t - T � + — r„) + -,々） 
(C.16) 
where 0(x) = xH(x) with H{x) being bounded in a neighbourhood of x=0. 
Therefore, by the definition of CAF and (C.16), we obtain 
Q 「 3 
•^Cnsir,!^�T=+�=Y1 •^Xn^^s 丄 + ^^  K W (f, - ) 
::1�� k=i L Izll (C.17) 
With an assumption of high SNR, the error f^ - t�and 0�一 / � are small. There 
are the negligible mean square error in probability sense when using 悬C„“To，VO) 
and •§^ Cns{To, "�) to replace />。）and i>。）respectively. (C.14) and 
(C.15) respectively become 
“ i h Re Re { l c “ T，") } | J (C.18) 
L I' —1^0 U~UO -
'0 ^ 卜 2 Re 二 V^ ii Re { | ; Q t ，" ) } | J (C.19) 
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C.2 Derivation the Asymptotic Variance of The 
Estimates 
To calculate the asymptotic variance, several terms are necessary to be evaluated 
first. Since (力),n2(力)，...’n/((t) are assumed to be zero-mean white Gaussian 
process, this implies 
E[nk{t)] = 0 k = l,2,...,K 
E[nk(t)ni{u)] = 0 k，l = l,2,...,K 
(C.20) 
E[nk(t)nl(u)] = M„6[t - u) k = l,2,...J< 
E[nk{t)n^{u)] - 0 k, I = 1,2,…，K and k # I 
Consider 
5 八 d 
• ^ C “ T , � � … � = E 石 J t , ,乂）T=r� (C.21) 
= f / : ” , • — � ) dt 
k ~ 1 • 
Q l< Q 
… � = E ^ W . (C.22) 
k—1 U — UQ 
K roo 
= E / Mt)e-—�(t-T��H27r�t-T�)sl,{t-T())�dt 
Thus 
“Q 1 r Q _ 
E ^Cns(T, ly) = E — ( x E [nk(t)] = {) = 1,2，...’/( 
OT J r = To \_Uiy T = To 
(C.23) 
/ d V^ � / a �2] 
E (於“ T，") =E •(T，") 
_ \ / T=TO \ / T = To 
「广 3 \ f d V 
丁— TO 
OC E lnk{t)ni(u)] = 0 k j = l,2,…，K 
(C.24) 
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Similarly, 
-(d N^l � / 3 \ ( d M 
oc E [nl{t)n^{u)] = 0 k,l = l,2,...,K 
(C.25) 
� d 2-
E —Cns{r, y) 
_ r = r o 
-E [Mt�e-胸(t-T��[-認(二J�) + 細 4 f t —To)] dt 
_ h — 1 -
1〈 _ 
E 厂 严 。 … - T � ) [ � ( : - ; � ) - 細 d u 
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+ (C.26) 
k=i厂⑴ L o 
+2 Im — 品 ( 二 ) }] dt 
i< 
=^oEs Y . [Bs, + (27r"„)2 + = 
k=l 
‘ Q 2_ 
E ly) 
_ r = r o 
- K 
=E f ^ 厂n斤⑴e”2一—To) [-j2n{t 一 - r,)] dt 
K poo 
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. [ \ d T y y j. 
- R e j ^ E / } W e - ^ " � ( “ T 。 ） [ - 二 。 ( 卜 T�)] dt 
I< noo 1 彳 / N丨人丁。、[j27r(u — TO)SI(U - r„)] du 
k = i 广 ⑴ J J 
POO -
—(27r)2"o / (t - ro)\skit - dt (C.28) 
J —oo . 
K 
=MoEs X^(27r) — 27r"o‘）= -MoVn = -KV21 
k=l 
We also note that for two complex quantities F and G, 
Re(F)Re(G) = ^[FG + F*G* + F*G + FG* 
So, by (C.23) to (C.28), we can further derive the following terms (C.29) — (C.31). 
= 2 + + 2 I ( I ； 认 " ) ) ] } ] (C.29) 
= i (-取22) 
Similarly, 
E Re z.) | = \ { - K V n ) , 
(C.30) 
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� I f 广 5 \ f d \ f d \ f d \ 
+ { i f • “ 、 ) ( 芸 + (I;Ut，"))(嘉a—)}: 丁-TO 
= ^ (-取22) 
(C.31) 
And now, we derive the remaining terms in (C.29) - (C.31) which are Vn, V22, V12 
and V21. From (C.7), 
飞,11 = Re { £ ‘ ( V ) } | _ = t Re 
1 〈 彳 评 l.oo \ 
k=l � “ 沈 J 二二 
^ T7 J rr 、炉艺一o ( 本 � d s i { t - T o ) 
-(27TUoY\Sk{t-To)\' (it I 
(C.32) 
Then consider the differentiation of f : - dt = 1，i.e. 
D 「柳一 T) , J 1 
Differentiating (C.33) again gives 
糊 丨 t 
=一⑴ 
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So, 
^11 =Es E 卜民 - ( 2 们 � ) 2 ] = -Es p . , + (2兀 
k=l k = l 
K / K \ 
二 [ 丛 h + 武 k + (2 卯。)2] = - U u 2(27r"„) 口 
V k=i 
K 
< 0 where Un = E . J ^ [^s, + « + STT"�”: 
k=l 
Secondly, 
左二 1 V = Vo 
= J 2 r 4 厂 - 问 仰 5 ) 
k=l 口 - o o J 
K K 
= = 一"22 where U22 = 
< 0 
Lastly, 
K r Q2 roo 
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�uiuiy J一沈 J …� 
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广OO -
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J - 0 0 . 
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where Uu = Es{2n) Z L 队 一 
Based on the above derivations, the asymptotic of the variance of the estimates 
can be evaluated 
= E [(fo — E ^ E [(f„ — Tof 




From (C.29) - (C.31) and (C.35) — C.36), we can write 
1 "I 
爾(子o) ^ ^ ^ {V,\V22 — 2VuV22Vn + F22K1) 
theo L ^ � f^ r^  � 
: Z ^ ( _ ! _ ] : • ^ o E s T t 树 C s k (C.38) 
2 V A t h e o ； 2 A t h e o 
Similarly, 
var(J)o) = E [{Oo 一 E (/y,))'] ^ E [{0, 一 
[ ( R e { | : C n “ r « , " « ) } ) (Re { I ^ C ^ ’ "„)})_ 
7 ( f) >,x2l1 (C.39) 
+ y i i E (叫於 ( r。，"。) j ) 
1 「一A/" 1 
= ^ {VilVn - 2VnVuVu + V,\V22) 
^theo L 乙 _ 
= - 鳥 ( 1 \ = 赋 TJL G B s d ( 2 r " � ) 2 + 0 
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千�, i>o) - E [(/)„ - E(,y)(千�— E(f,))] « E [(z>, - (fo 一 To)] 
二 - 乂。� . 2 [^2 - Vl“,22 - + 1/111/22] 
丄 ^theo 
二 -KVI2 f 1 \ 





Derivation of Probability of 
Decision Error 
As mentioned in (3.48), the likelihood ratio test is 
K 2 
八 noo 
= fk{t)Smk{t)dt (D.l) 
and let the complex random variable L川，be 
= m = l,2，...，Af (D.2) 
where j f and are the real and imaginary part of the variable 工 respectively. 
Thus, if we want to find the pdf of we should evaluate the pdfs of and 
first. Consider, 
• I 〈 ’ / 'OO 
’乂-oo 
；广 （D.3) 
/ [ 力 A ： � � ] � d t 
日 J - � 
and given 
= Snk{t)s;^k{t) dt, where pi^ = 1 for m = ?i (D.4) 
乃A； J —oo 
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Appendix D. Derivation of Probability of Decision Error 
Ek denotes the signal energy of Sk{t). So, (D.3) becomes 
「 , . 0 0 1 
E Ek pfl + / n,,{t)sl,{t)dt 
k=l L J-oo . 
i < � K (D.5) 
� L \ / � 
where p f l and a f l are the magnitude and phase of p^ l^ and 
j (^im j are the real and imaginary part of f : nik(t)s*^^(t)dt. 
Therefore, 
e 二 E [五左 W cosaS^i + and = k sina；^^  + U A l 
k=i \ / � V y � 
(D.6) 
Then the mean and variance of and are calculated as follow, 
吼 , ] = 五 [ 五 , 卜 ( 1 引 cosaS^i + { n [ ' i y ] ] = 卜 c o s a ( i t l 
- 九 ' = 1 J A:=l 
醫[。=E ( t [五左 \pflI COS + {nfl)Cj - 五 [ U ) 1 (D.7) 
_ \k=l / � k=l 
where A4 is the noise spectral density. So, the pdf of can be derived in the 
following expression 
( � 1 e l E , COS a f i ) 2 � 
PiL)= / „ exp —^ , )— (D.8) 
Similarly, 
耶 ; J = f > I sin a f i , = (D.9) 
and its pdf of is 
1 (JS TP { K ) . ⑷、 
, " � 1 - J ' m - hk=l Efc Pirn Sin qJ^ 
PiL)= I exp —^ — L_ (D.io) 、 > 
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Appendix D. Denvation of Probability of Decision Error 
Let Vm = \Lm\^  = + and from (D.8) and (D.IO), we can deduce 
that p (ym) is known to be a non-central chi-square distribution [33], which is 
1 / \ (n-2)/4 Z /~ \ 
旧 = ^ e-(s i、2)/2〜2 Y爪 > 0 
Zf^lm \Sirn J \ Gim J 
(D.ll) 
where Ia{x) is the a-order modified Bessel function of the first kind, which may 
be represented by the infinite series 
… ^ ( : r/2 严 A： 
眷 g w i ^ ( 二 “ 1 ) for 
2 v ^ J^kEk ^ 
〜 = 几 = 2 
k=l 
(K f K \ 2 (D.12) 
� 2 = 比 丑 引 c o s a S + E叫"(广2 s i n a S 
—\Cs (Tm, "m)|2 
=Magni tude square of CAF of s(t) at r^,"爪 
With (D.12), (D.ll) becomes 
P ( y j = ^ ^ � 
M m � V CTlm^  ) ‘ 
For evaluating the probability of correct decision Pe, Vi should be larger than 
each of the other M — 1 correlator outputs ？/2,...,?/m, then 
roo 
Pr {y2 < yuVs < VU-.-^VM < ViVji) V [vi) dy^ (D.14) 
J - O O 
where Pr (y2 < yi,y3〈？/i,…，"m < yi\yi) denotes the joint probability, that 
？/2，？/3,. • •, 2/m are all less than any given ？/i, is averaged over all yi. When substi-
tuting (D.13) into (D.14), 
p^ =厂 1 r(川 …1.2 , / y^lSiA 
Jo 2aii2 • y (Jii^ J 
-厂 德 2 W Jo ( 碎 ) , 
Uo 2ai2 V 印2 ) (D 15) 
厂 ^ e - � 2 A 1 
JQ ^CTlM V CTlM / -
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Appendix E 
PSK-FSK Modulating Code of 
Various Multi-pulse Signals 
In this appendix, the modulation codes of various signals are tabulated. For the 
pulse-identical signals, only the first pulse is listed and the remaining pulses are 
identical to the first pulse (i.e. Si(t) = S 2 � = s ^ ( t ) = s^{t)). 
n 1 _2 3 4 
k (pk^ n in unit of radian 
sijt) 01,n 0 0 0 0 
S2 � (h’n 0 7r/2 n 37r/2 
S3(t) 03,n 0 T  0 TT 
S4(t) (p4,7I 0 37r/2 TT 7r/2 
Table E.l: Codes of Hadamard Coded Sequence (Pulse-Diverse) 
n 1 2 3 4 
k fk’n in unit of Hz 
Sijt) fi’n 1 4 3 7 
52 � _/2,n 7 2 0 6 
53 � f3’n 6 0 2 7 
54 � f4,n I 7 I 3 4 I 1 
Table E.2: Codes of Complementary Generalized Costas Sequences (Pulse-Diverse) 
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n 1 2 3 4 
k fk’n in unit of Hz 
si{t) f i , n I -1 I 0 I 1 I 2 — 
Table E.3: Codes of Linear Step FM Signal (Pulse-Identical) 
n 1 2 3 4 
k 't>k,n in unit of radian 
Si � <h’n 0 0 n 0 
Table E.4: Codes of Barker Code Sequence (Pulse-Identical) 
n 1 2 3 4 
k fk,n in unit of Hz 
Si{t) fi’n 3 1 2 8 
S2{t) f2,n 8 7 1 3 
S3{t) h,n 2 6 8 1 
：⑴ I /4,n I 1 I 8 I 7 I 2 
Table E.5: Codes of Simulated FSK-oiily Signals (Pulse-Diverse) 
n 1 2 3 4 
k f � n in unit of Hz 
/i,n I 4 I 2 I 3 I 5 
Table E.6: Codes of Optimized FSK-only Signals (Pulse-Identical) 
n 1 2 3 4 
k (t>k,n in unit of radian 
si{t) 01,„ 467r/128 547r/128 2427r/128 447r/128 
S2 � </>2,n 927r/128 1 027r/128 1587r/128 2187r/128 
S3{t) (h’n 1547r/128 327r/128 567r/128 2467r/128 
S4(0 (t>4,n 2167r/128 ]007r/128 2527r/128 1 8 4 冗 / 1 2 8 
Table E.7: Codes of Optimized PSK-only Signals (Pulse-Diverse) 
n 1 2 3 4 
k </)fc,n in unit of radian 
si(t) (f)i,n 222717128 907r/128 907r/128 967r/128 
Table E.8: Codes of Optimized PSK-only Signals (Pulse-Identical) 
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n 1 2 3 4 
k fk’n in unit of Hz, (j)k,n unit of radian 
, . � / i , n I 1 I 7 I 3 I 8 — 
Si{t) 
1907r/128 1 06717 128 2107r/128 307r/128 
, � / 2 ’ r ^ 6 1 8 2 S 2 � 
(j)2,n 1287r/128 147r/128 2147r/128 867r/128 
_一广 8 丄 1 
(h’n 1987r/128 2717 128 127r/128 2187r/128 
, � / 4 ’ n 8 2 1 7 
S4{t) 
<j)4’n 1907r/128 487r/128 1047r/128 207r/128 
Table E.9: Codes of Optimized joint PSK-FSK Signals (Pulse-Diverse) 
n 1 2 3 4 
k fk’n in unit of Hz, (t>k,n in unit of radian 
, � / i . n 5 7 8 6 
si{t) 
<h’n 2487r/128 207r/128 407r/128 147r/128 
Table E.IO: Codes of Optimized joint PSK-FSK Signals (Pulse-Identical) 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 
k in units of 7r/512 radian 
/ i ,n 23 -40 I 68 I 34 I 61 I 48 s i � 
01,„ 1010 806 754 910 864 774 
/2,n 21 -4 19 12 36 29 S 2 � 
(h’n 260 878 688 710 572 580 
/3,n 8 81 3 5 10 -3 S3� 
03 ,71 218 620 32 974 640 322 
f4’n 84 7 60 10 13 75 S4� 
04,n 116 116 334 292 322 858 
h’n 81 48 74 32 59 86 
5 如,n 730 312 920 338 502 340 
f6’n 12 15 59 1 84 8 
S6(0 
<h，n G98 6G 882 530 G04 206 
Table E . l l : The Pulse-Diverse FSK-PSK Modulation Sequence for Figure 4.13a 
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Appendix E. PSK-FSK Modulating Code of Various Multi-pulse Signals 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 
k in units of n/5l2 radian 
fk 20 16 3 63 20 76 
Skit)— 
180 62 296 370 904 684 
Table E.12: The Pulse-Identical FSK-PSK Modulation Sequence for Figure 4.13a 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 
k (t>k,n in units of 7r/512 radian 
/ i „ I 41 -5 59 32 I 56 I 30 
Slit) 
01,n 410 842 272 264 842 914 
h n 63 36 81 38 54 31 
S 2 � 
</)2,n 422 480 878 838 672 130 
/3,n 44 70 12 17 30 93 S3� 
03,n 916 236 326 612 616 590 
/4 „ 58 1 85 79 22 65 
54 � 
04,n 694 44 358 272 298 332 
/5 n 20 77 64 40 87 94 
55 ⑴ ~ = 
( h � n 920 846 936 404 330 4 
fe n 32 9 26 91 63 85 S6� 
06,n 426 42 916 990 924 180 
Table E.13: The Pulse-Diverse FSK-PSK Modulation Sequence for Figure 4.13b 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 
k in units of 7r/512 radian 
, � f k , n 21 27 I 34 I 41 I 67 I 74 
S f c � 
01,n 340 144 988 840 660 590 
Table E.14: The Pulse-Identical FSK-PSK Modulation Sequence for Figure 4.13b 
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Appendix F 
Derivation of Wavelet-Based 
Wideband CAF 
F . l Volume of Wideband Ambiguity Function 
Assume the signal Sk(t) has energy Eg^, and define the volume of wideband am-
biguity function of Sk{t) is 
r r T,, ‘ \ 2 da ,_^1、 
/ / |VMT，a)丨2 了 (F.l) 
Jo J-oo ® 
W h e r e I V 朴 ( r , a ) = • f : 邓 K ( � ) d t 
Hence, 
Jo J-oo a 
= r � W “ T, a ) W : > ) # 
Jo J-oo a 
By the Parseval's theorem, 
=7^2 r r rs,(u)si(auj)s:(uj')s,(au')厂e-加-WdT^!^^ 
Jo J-oo J-oo J-oo a 
= A 厂 厂 胁 ) 別 — 版 ) 似 厂 如 — ⑴ 
Jo J-oo J-oo (I 
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= I f I ^^^ 
27r Jo ./-oo G 
Let a' = acu, 
27r ./—oo ./-oo 
=Cs.Es, (F.2) 
where 
1 广 2 
Esk = — / \Sk((^)\ duj is the energy of Sk{t) 
27r J-oo 
/oo s* (a') 2 
~ da' is the admissible constant 
-oo a 
F.2 Volume of Wideband Composite Ambiguity 
Function 
To calculate the volume of composite ambiguity function, by (F.l), 
「厂 \Cs“T,a ) \2d令 (F.3) 
Jo J-oo “ 
where (r, a) = E L . �(丁 , … . T h u s , 
n o o K I � J 7 
(F.4) 
k=i 1=1 a' 
Consider, 
Jo J-oo 
r r 1 r (A * f t - r \ . 1 r � ( … � � d丁 d a 
=/ / -r / SA：�Sfc ——dt— / s*i(u)si f i u - — 
Jo J-oo V^' J-oo V a / v a J-oo \ a J 0? 
Also, by the Parseval's theorem, 
r r 拟 Sl(au)S!{u/)Si[au/)厂-K—T 办 
Jo J-oo J-oo J-oo a 
=+ 厂 厂 Sk(co)S:{u)Si (auj) Si ( _ ) — 
^TT JQ J —OO a 
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Let a' = auj, 
1 r ^ . � � * , � j r s； (a') Si (a')�， 
=；r- / Sk(uj)S^(uj)duj / "乂, \ da! 
2兀./-OO J-oo « 
POO 




Cxy = f diO 
J-OO � 
is defined as the cross-admissible constant 
Putting (F.5) into (F.4), 
K K 广 
二 : / 截⑷ dt 
k=i 1=1 
K K K 广 
= / Sk{t)s\[t) dt 
k=i 1=1 (F.6) 
K 
> if Sk{t) is orthogonal to s/(t) 
This is the lower bound 
On the other hand, if Sk(t) = si(t), then the upper bound is obtained, such that, 
K K OO 
= / S剩⑷ dt 
k=l 1=1 厂⑵ 
K K 
S E E ‘ a / ^k{t)sl{i)dt (F.7) 
k=l 1=1 � 
I< K K 
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